The 2016 Insider’s Guide to MONTEREY

Your Complete Resource For Monterey Classic Car Week

- Schedules for Auctions, Concours, Rallies and Events
- Map and Resources for Navigating the Peninsula
- Auction House Principals Pick Their Best Offerings
- Significant BMWs of the Past 100 Years
- Fifty Years of the Alfa Romeo Duetto

12th Annual Edition
Highest quality. Correct fit.

Genuine Classic Parts from Mercedes-Benz. When finding replacement parts for your classic Mercedes-Benz, you’ve come to expect the best in terms of fit and performance. Mercedes-Benz continues to set the benchmark in its manufacturer support of its classic vehicles, with over 50,000 Genuine Mercedes-Benz Classic Parts in its assortment. Our Classic Parts specialists will identify the correct parts based on your vehicle’s unique identification number (VIN), and assist with any other needs you may have for your vintage Mercedes-Benz. Let us contribute to your joy of driving your classic.

To speak with our Classic specialists, call us toll-free at 1-866-MB-CLASSIC (1-866-622-5277).

Mercedes-Benz Classic • 9 Whatney, Irvine, California 92618 • www.facebook.com/MBClassicCenter
RELIABLE IS MORE THAN OUR NAME. IT'S OUR PROMISE.

Your classic car is more than an investment, it carries your heart everywhere it goes. At Reliable Carriers, we understand. Our kid-glove care, enclosed transport trucks, pinpoint GPS tracking and $5 million of insurance on every load help to earn your trust over every mile. Reliable Carriers. Vehicles taken seriously.
A NEW AUCTION IS COMING TO ASPEN SNOWMASS
NOW ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17TH 2016

THE FINEST AUTOMOBILE AUCTIONS
1965 Dino 206 P Berlinetta Speciale #0840

Artcurial Motorcars is delighted to be offering for sale at Retromobile 2017 this unique model which is one of the most iconic prototypes in the history of Maranello and Pininfarina, created at the request of Enzo Ferrari and heralding the Dino era.

Built on chassis 206P #0840, a type 585 competition tubular chassis, this Dino prototype, designed by Leonardo Fioravanti, is the very essence of the new period of design at Ferrari, anticipating the Dino 206 and 246 GT, and later the 308, 328 and 288 GTO.

Provenance:
Collection Automobile Club de l'Ouest
Le Mans, France
Entries Invited
RETROMOBILE 2017
THE OFFICIAL SALE

Auction
Retromobile
Paris - France
Friday 10 February 2017

artcurial.com/motorcars

Contact:
+33 (0)1 42 99 20 73
motorcars@artcurial.com
Our 2016 Monterey auction...

1957 Corvette Airbox Fuelie
Purpose Built by Chevrolet for Racing
Never Before Offered Publicly
Only Example Never Raced
12,700 Actual Miles
NCRS Top Flight
Bloomington Gold
Bloomington Gold Hall of Fame
Bloomington Gold Great Hall

1973 Ferrari 365 GTB/4
S/N 16777
7,200 Actual Miles
Fly Yellow with Black Leather
Borrani Wire Wheels
Complete Set of Books

...the Monterey auction conducted through your Smartphone

Early Entries Include:
1968 Shelby 500KR Coupe (Long Term Ownership)
1989 Porsche Speedster (3,780 Actual Miles)
1983 Ferrari 308 Quattrovalve (No Reserve)
1972 Ferrari 365 GTC/4 (No Reserve)
1969 Shelby GT350H (No Reserve)
1967 Jaguar XKE Roadster
1967 Porsche 911S Coupe
1979 Porsche 930 Turbo (Low Mileage Original)
1974 Porsche RS Carrera
1961 Ferrari 250 SWB (Built by Chris Lawrence)
1969 Jaguar Series II Roadster (Multiple Show Winner)
1949 MG TC (Being Sold by Original Owner Family)
You’ll appreciate the precious time you don’t need to spend with us on Concours weekend!

- All vehicles on display and available for inspection each day in the Monterey Marriott Hotel ballroom... directly across the street from the RM auction
- Examine cars at your leisure and be on your way
- Easy and complimentary bidder registration
- Bid at any time... from anywhere... by Smartphone or on site by absentee form
- Bidding on all cars ends Saturday at midnight
- Visit our complimentary auction exhibition and enjoy fully-hosted food and bar for registered bidders
- Always 40 superb collector cars at this auction

Contact: info@rickcole.com
Bid Info: bid@rickcole.com
Website: www.rickcole.com
Toll Free: 844.474.2526
We build ‘em like they used to.

At The FJ Company, we are dedicated to preserving the authenticity, reliability, and ruggedness of the FJ Land Cruiser. Work with us to build your own custom rig or select from our pre-defined models.
Starting at $55,000
Free delivery in the Continental U.S.

BUILD YOURS AT
WWW.FJ.CO

1 (305) 521-9545
f/thefjcompany
@fjcompany

Not affiliated with Toyota Motor Corporation or Toyota Motor Sales, Inc.
108 Yankee Point Drive, Carmel Highlands
$ Call for Price

67 Spanish Bay Circle, Pebble Beach
$3,585,000

315 Crocker Road, Pacific Grove
$1,995,000

3035 Valdez Road, Pebble Beach
$1,698,000

3 El Caminito del Norte Monterey
$1,350,000

218 3rd Street, Pacific Grove
$750,000

14075 Mountain Quail Road, Corral de Tierra
$750,000

1388 Boles Court, Seaside
$695,000

www.SearchMontereyPeninsulaHomes.com
Serving Monterey Peninsula buyers and sellers for over 40 years!

25663 Montebella Drive, Bay Ridge
$2,775,000

25315 Camino de Chamilas, Corral de Tierra
$2,495,000

13465 Paseo Terrano, Corral de Tierra
$998,000

25215 N. Carmel Hills Dr., Carmel
$998,500

3112 Sloat Road, Pebble Beach
$975,000

358 Casanova Street, Monterey
$639,000

1141 Presidio Blvd, Pacific Grove,
$625,000

215 Pine Garden, Pacific Grove,
$735,000

(831) 313-2BUY

501 Lighthouse Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

Keller Williams Coastal Estates
Keller Williams Coastal Estates CA BRE# 01980376

www.SearchMontereyPeninsulaHomes.com
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14 SCM 2016 MONTEREY SPECIAL
JOIN THE BARRETT-JACKSON SALON COLLECTION

Barrett-Jackson
THE WORLD'S GREATEST COLLECTOR CAR AUCTIONS

JANUARY 14-22, 2017
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

HIGHER RESULTS FROM OVER 5,000 BIDDERS
The Scottsdale 2016 Auction brought eight world records and more than $102 million in vehicle sales.

CONSIGNMENTS INVITED
Craig Jackson 480.306.8206
Don Williams 925.736.3444
WHERE HOME BEGINS

COLDWELL BANKER DEL MONTE REALTY
The Monterey Peninsula Market Leader

For over a century, home has been our purpose. Whether you’re searching for your first home, or moving to your next, the Coldwell Banker brand makes the process a memorable one. With a network of over 82,000 agents in 51 countries and territories, Coldwell Banker is uniquely positioned to expose your home to buyers in some of the world’s most influential real estate markets. This, coupled with expansive marketing and the confidence of having a program that has been devoted exclusively to real estate for over 100 years, allows our clients to enjoy the fruits of our success. Connect with Coldwell Banker today!

ColdwellBankerPreviews.com • ColdwellBankerHomes.com
CARMEL MISSION CLASSIC CAR SHOW & BLESSING OF THE AUTOMOBILES

We are a proud sponsor of the Carmel Mission Classic car show & Blessing of the Automobiles. A one-of-a-kind event combining the passion for fine automobiles with the Faith and the Palate. Enjoy wine tasting by some of the Monterey County’s finest vineyards, self-guided tour and beautiful live harp music in the background as you stroll the grounds of the crown jewel of the Monterey Peninsula, the Historic Carmel Mission.

www.CarmelMissionClassic.org

Carmel-by-the-Sea 831.626.2221 • Carmel Rancho 831.626.2222
Pacific Grove 831.626.2226 • Pebble Beach 831.626.2223
facebook.com/coldwellbankerdelmonterealty

COLDWELL BANKER • DEL MONTE
SUPPORTING A GOOD CAUSE

23rd ANNUAL COLLECTOR CAR DRAWING

Collector Car Drawing
Ronald McDonald House Charities® of the Central Valley is conducting their 23rd Annual Collector Car Drawing. Over the years, they have given away cars that would make any car enthusiast drool; 2005 Ford GT, 1969 Camaro RS/SS, and even the highly coveted '63 Corvette Sting Ray. This year, they are giving you the chance to win a Cobra replica by Superformance.

About Ronald McDonald House
You never know when tragedy will strike, causing your child, grandchild, or loved one to end up in the hospital. Ronald McDonald House provides a warm, safe, friendly environment for families to stay while their children are being treated in a local hospital.

RMHC of the Central Valley can accommodate 18 families each night. Guest rooms are equipped with two beds, restroom, satellite TV, and crib. Guests share common living areas such as kitchens, living rooms, and entertainment rooms.

Superformance MKIII Cobra
Superformance Cobra’s looks like an exact replica should. It is sure-footed, reliable and is as exciting as the great sport roadsters of the sixties. The Superformance MKIII is the only Cobra Replica built under license from Carroll Shelby Licensing Inc.

MKIII SPECS
- ROUSH 427 SRX Engine
- 480 Horsepower
- Wilwood Vented Disc Brakes
- Tremec 5-Speed Extra HD Trans
- Bilstein Coil Over Shocks
- BFGoodrich Tires
- Leather Seating Surfaces
- Original Style Gauges

3 WAYS TO ENTER
1. Call 559.447.6300
2. www.RMHC-CAR.com
3. Send Check to: Ronald McDonald House 9161 Randall Way Madera, CA 93636 Write ‘Cobra Drawing’ in Memo

PROMO CODE 709

TICKETS
- $3 for 1
- $5 for 2
- $10 for 5
- $20 for 15
- $100 for 100
- $30 for 22
- $200 for 240
- $50 for 40
- $500 for 600

Void where prohibited. Donation not required to participate in drawings. Winners notified by telephone and/or certified mail immediately following drawing. Winners are responsible for all applicable income, sales tax, fees and delivery charges. Donation not tax deductible. Official rules and free entry method available at www.rmhc-car.com. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks to receive your ticket numbers by mail or 2 to 3 weeks by email.
VIN

plus $20,000
PASSION IS WHAT DRIVES BOTH A MAN AND HIS MACHINE.

OCTOBER 28TH – NOVEMBER 6TH, 2016
HHIMOTORINGFESTIVAL.COM
• Authentic Restorations
• Fabrication & Metal Shaping
• Precision Machining
• Historical & Technical Documentation
• Laser Scanning & Digital Imaging

312 • 733 • 4700 www.coopertechnica.com
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA • 19-20 AUGUST 2016

When people think of Ford, they think of the racing V-8 monsters of the ’60s and ’70s. One man sought to bring all of these legends together, and RM Sotheby’s is now excited to offer a collection of the best Performance Fords of the era, including the GT40, the 289 Cobra, the GT350, and the Boss 302. Catch them all at our annual Monterey auction, 19-20 August 2016.

REGISTER TO BID TODAY

RM AUCTIONS | Sotheby’s

www.rmsotebys.com/monterey
The Best Week of the Year
by Keith Martin

I’ve been journeying to the Monterey Classic Car Week for decades now — this is SCM’s 29th year on the Peninsula — and it’s human nature to grow weary of repetition.

But I can’t wait for this year’s whirlwind of concours, parties, shows and auctions.

No other place on earth has this sublime, perfect mix of collector car events, and I still get a thrill seeing a pack of Ferraris clustered at the Pebble Beach gas station like leopards at an African watering hole.

Each year is a mix of the familiar — seeing old friends at Pebble or kicking tires and sipping wine at Concorso Italiano — and the new. There are always cars I haven’t seen before, people I haven’t met or a big surprise at an auction.

I’m sure we’ll see some more surprises cross the block this year. Right now, much of the collector car auction world is in a watchful holding pattern. Some cars — top-tier Ferraris and newer supercars come to mind — are doing well, while other marques are tracing a fairly flat curve.

Monterey is where the very best cars on the planet come to find new homes, and there will be many moments when two or more eager collectors will really, really want the same car. The red mist will billow, paddles will wave — and an electric current will run through the room.

As always, don’t try to do too much during this week of tempting events. Pick one event each day — and leave for it very early. You’ll beat the traffic snarls, and it’s fun to sip coffee and look at cars in the soft, cool light of early morning.

If you’re selling a car at auction, know that the market is very careful right now, so be prepared for today’s prices — not yesterday’s. If you’re buying, do your homework beforehand, so you can bid with confidence.

I will again emcee at Concorso Italiano and at Legends of the Autobahn. Please stop by and say hello. Make plans now to sign up for SCM’s 15th Annual Monterey Insider’s Seminar, which starts at 9:30 a.m. in the Gooding Auction Pavilion at Pebble Beach on August 20.

We look forward to seeing you on the Peninsula. I can’t wait to see what happens during the best week of the year.
You bought with your heart. Insure with your head.

As a car enthusiast, you simply want the best. Make sure your insurance is as extraordinary as your car.

With no depreciation, no deductible, and no hassles, there's no question...no one understands collector cars like Chubb.

Find out what makes Chubb Collector Car Insurance so extraordinary. Call us at 866-227-9648 or visit chubbcollectorcar.com.

Chubb. Insured.

www.new.chubb.com

©2016 Chubb is the marketing name used to refer to subsidiaries of Chubb Limited providing insurance and related services. For a list of these subsidiaries, please visit our website at new.chubb.com. Insurance provided by U.S. based Chubb underwriting companies. All products may not be available in all states. Coverage is subject to the language of the policies as actually issued. Surplus lines insurance sold only through licensed surplus lines producers. Chubb Personal Risk Services, P.O. Box 6600, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889-6600.
1952 Ferrari 225 Sport Vignale spyder, Serial No. 0192 ET, Engine No. 0192 ET, 2.7-liter V12 engine, the 6th of only 12 225 Sport Vignale spyders built by Carrozzeria Alfredo Vignale of Turin. Delivered new to Milan Alfa Romeo dealer Giuseppe Viannini and won its first race out driven by Pietro Palmieri at the Bologna-Raticosa hillclimb, exported 1953 to Argentina and on to more success with no fewer than a dozen South American races throughout the 1950s and 1960s and driven by Jose Maria Ibanez, winner of the 1953 Argentine Sports Car championship, 0192 ET has continued in the modern era to be a near annual participant in the important events — Le Mans Classic, Ferrari Shell Historic Challenge, Tour Auto, Monaco Historics and, 10 Mille Miglia. 0192 ET is a matching-numbers example fully documented by Marcel Massini. Significant trades considered.
FRIDAY AUGUST 19, 11AM
Carmel, California

+1 (415) 391 4000, West Coast
+1 (212) 461 6514, East Coast
motors.us@bonhams.com

QUAIL LODGE AUCTION

The Earl Howe, driven by Tazio Nuvolari
1931 BUGATTI TYPE 51 GRAND PRIX TWO SEATER
Chassis No. 51121

Bonhams
International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com/quail

© 2010 Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp. All rights reserved. Principal Auctioneer: Patrick Maida. NYC License No. 1102006-DCA
Ferrari memorabilia auction ending soon at arteautoauction.com
WE SOLD 68% OF ALL CARS ENTERED AT OUR LAST AUCTION!
The McCormick family invites you to their 61st auction featuring over 580 antique, classic, exotic, muscle, sports and special interest autos. Ask for Keith, Jason or Michele to answer your questions (760) 320-3290.

WHERE TO STAY
Call our host hotel at the Hilton Palm Springs at 760.320.6868 and use promo code “CCA” for special room rates. Also visit VacationPalmSprings.com for more options.

ENTRY FEES
Friday night, Saturday and Sunday $300. Add $100 for prime time placement – only 128 cars. No numbers will be reserved without consignment fee being paid in full. Visa, Mastercard and AMEX are accepted. Positions will be filled on first-come, first-served basis. To reserve the position you desire, send your check covering the entry fee or phone in your credit card number. You may specify the cars you’re entering at a later date. Entry fees are REFUNDABLE less $50 handling fee if you notify us in writing 14 days prior to the auction. Color photographs may be included in our exclusive color brochure. We strictly limit the number of positions available in this three-day event of 580 cars.

COMMISSION STRUCTURE: FLAT 5% OF SALES PRICE (One of the lowest in the business). WE SOLD OUT OF LOT NUMBERS DURING OUR PREVIOUS SALE SO BOOK EARLY.
Form and Function of the World’s Best Cars Injected Into the World’s Finest Writing Instruments

Bentley GT
The Bentley GT writing instruments are crafted by hand in Italy. Elegant, stylish and classic in design. The cap is emblazoned with the Bentley “B”.

Ballpoint: $595
Rollerball: $750
Fountain Pen: $1,250

Delta Momo Concours Edition
Carbon fiber, titanium, and Deltaloid™ combine to create a cutting edge writing machine. Exclusively crafted in Italy in a limited edition of 396 pieces.

Capless Rollerball: $395

Bugatti Pur Sang DT
The Bugatti DNA reimagined in a high powered writing instrument. Key elements of the Veyron form this new and exciting writing line. Available in special Pur Sang Duotone colors.

Ballpoint: $1,320
Rollerball: $1,555
Fountain Pen: $2,035

Porsche Design LaserFlex
Inspired by the function of the double clutch transmission the Porsche LaserFlex is machined from one solid block of titanium and cut with a 360° precision laser. It is the ultimate writing tool - a true Porsche experience in your hands.

Titanium Ballpoint: $525
Black PVD Titanium Ballpoint: $540

Call today and experience high performance writing • +1.831.626.8828 • sales@bittner.com • www.bittner.com
A staple on the national collector car calendar, Auctions America’s flagship Auburn Fall weekend returns September 1-4 to Indiana’s historic Auburn Auction Park. Auburn Fall is one of the country’s premier celebrations of the hobby, each year bringing thousands to the Classic Car Capital of America. In 2015, record crowds flocked to the event, drawing in more than 85,000 enthusiasts. The 2016 event is sure to once again provide a fantastic hobby weekend, with over 1,000 classics, muscle cars, hot rods, exotics and select automobiles set to cross the auction block. As in past years, the sale will be complemented by an on-site swap meet and car corral and an exciting range of thrilling automotive-themed activities for the whole family.

**Auctions America**

877.906.2437 | auctionsamerica.com | #AAAhv})
ScM asks each auction house for their 2016 star cars and under-the-radar sleeper cars

### David Gooding
President, Gooding & Company, Santa Monica, CA

**Star Car:** Presented at the 42nd Turin Motor Show, the 1960 Abarth 1000 Bialbero Record Car “La Principessa” is one of the most remarkable designs ever conceived by Italian coachbuilder Carrozzeria Pininfarina. The shape was developed utilizing the wind tunnel at Turin Polytechnic, with the sole goal being to create a car that would break the world record for highest sustained speed over the longest period of time. With a drag coefficient of just 0.20, the “La Principessa” went on to set nine world records including 10,000 kilometers with an average speed of 118.7 mph, as well as 72 continuous hours at an average speed of 116 mph. This car has been with the same private owner for decades and is being offered for public sale for the first time.

**Sleeper Car:** The 2011 Porsche 911 GT2 RS was a one-off skunkworks effort to produce one of the most track-focused production 911s of all time and the most powerful manual-transmission car Porsche has ever created. Only 500 were ever produced, with only 142 delivered to the United States. The one-owner car presented here is one of 32 delivered in red, with only 1,200 miles on the clock, and comes complete with everything from the original purchase date including original window sticker and Certificate of Authenticity. This is the first time a 997 Porsche 911 GT2 RS has come to public auction in the United States and a rare opportunity to own one of the best in existence.

### Ian Kelleher
Managing Director, RM Sotheby’s West Coast Division, Culver City, CA

**Star Car:** If forced to choose, my star pick would be the 1955 Ferrari 750 Monza, chassis no. 0510M. It enjoyed a highly successful competition career on U.S. soil with three of America’s greatest drivers: Phil Hill, Carroll Shelby and James Ellis Hall. Unquestionably...
ably the finest 750 Monza in existence, 0510M retains all of its original running gear, has been restored to its 1955 racing livery, and comes to auction with just two owners from new. Offered out of single ownership since 1956, its careful preservation, restoration and custodianship in the hands of Jim Hall (one of the very drivers who campaigned it in period) over the past 60 years has put it in a class of its own. It’s definitely one to watch.

**Sleeper Car:** For my sleeper pick, I can’t look past the 1930 **Cadillac V16 phaeton** that will be offered during our August 19–20 sale. Monterey is not a venue you’d typically associate with such a car, but this is truly a wonderful automobile in every regard. The finest V16 Cadillac phaeton — period — it is incredibly...
authentic, featuring all-original parts, boasts an incredible known history (ex-Briggs Cunningham), and has been exquisitely restored. It has been shown several times, including twice at Pebble Beach, Amelia Island and the CCCA Grand Classic, where it won its class in each outing.

Drew Alcazar
President, Russo and Steele, Scottsdale, AZ

**Star Car:** No top-tier collection is complete without a Ford GT. GT PB2-1 prototype is possibly the most important and exclusive Ford GT available anywhere on the planet today. This very special example is the first car in the “PB2” development run, which was the last group of pre-production cars before the GT was introduced for public sale. Finished in blue with white racing stripes, PB2-1 was equipped with factory options including forged BBS wheels, McIntosh premium audio, and red-painted brake calipers. 

**Sleeper Car:** Impeccably optioned, consignment 7005 is a flawless 1967 427/435 Corvette convertible, powered by an utterly savage solid-lifter RPO L71 427 V8 engine. Mated to a Muncie M21 close-ratio 4-speed manual transmission, this numbers-matching example retains the original drivetrain and factory-original body/trim tag. The Corvette’s provenance is extensively researched, with complete known ownership history from 1967 to the present.

Dana Mecum
President, Mecum Auctions, Walworth, WI

**Star Car:** One of the many main attractions to headline this year’s Daytime Auction in Monterey is the 1966 Ford GT40, P1028. This car is of particular significance, as it was the first road-spec car delivered to North America and was used by Ford as the company’s public-relations car. It was owned by the same family for nearly 40 years and has just 11,000 miles on the odometer, and we are extremely proud to offer this important piece of American history on the international stage.

**Sleeper Car:** Hardly a sleeper by its appearance and with certainly nothing tiring about its factory-rated 600 horse-power, bidders need to pay close attention to the 1995 Porsche 911 GT2 EVO crossing the block this year. One of only 11 produced and with just 7,000 kilometers, these cars are probably the most sought-after air-cooled Porsches in the world, so don’t miss your chance to acquire this one at Mecum in Monterey.

Jakob Greisen
Head of Bonhams U.S. Motoring Department and Vice President, Bonhams, San Francisco, CA

**Star Car:** Among our headliners at Quail Lodge this year is a phenomenal example of Bugatti’s immortal Grand Prix racer — the Type 51. The Type 51 ran supercharged twin-cam engines. Considered one of the absolute best examples of this scarce breed, s/n 51121 excels in unparalleled originality and an exceptional racing career by some of the best names of the era.

Reggie Jackson
Partner, Rick Cole Auctions, Carmel, CA

**Star Car:** Quite possibly one of the finest and most original examples of the celebrated Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona remaining in existence today. Fewer than 7,200 miles covered at the time of cataloguing. All original books and tool case included.

**Sleeper Car:** A truly exceptional unrestored 1949 MG TC, the iconic British sports car that took post-war America’s roads and racetracks by storm. Single-family ownership from new.
CASH IS NO LONGER KING.

The new currency of choice is a Putnam Lease. Lower your monthly payments, conserve capital and maximize your tax benefits when you Lease To Own with Putnam.

PUTNAM LEASING
866.90.LEASE
www.putnamleasing.com

Offices Coast to Coast
THE
Boston Cup
AUCTION
Boston, Massachusetts
September, 2016

Register to Bid | Consign Today
Log onto www.dragoneauctions.com
203.349.8840 | 203.335.4643
CARS
Classic Automotive Relocation Services

TRADITIONAL VALUES
MODERN THINKING

- Sea and Air Freight
- US and Worldwide Customs Brokerage
- Race and Rally Transportation
- International Storage
- UK and European Trucking

JAPAN
Tel: +81 (0) 453 067 043
Email: info@carsjp.net
Web: www.carsjp.net

LOS ANGELES
Tel: +1 310 695 6403
Email: info@carsusa.com
Web: www.carsusa.com

NEW YORK
Tel: +1 516 210 6868
Email: info@carsusa.com
Web: www.carsusa.com

EUROPE
Tel: +44 (0) 1284 850 950
Email: info@carseurope.net
Web: www.carseurope.net

Conceptual artist, Heidi Mraz, creates intoxicating works of art that celebrate the beauty and provenance of the world’s most iconic cars & marques. Automotive assemblages, built from a palette of ripped car magazines, auction catalogs and historical data, reveal a deeper narrative up close. Mraz skillfully puzzles together car portraits using thousands of layered fragments copied from manuals, schematics, test notes, sale sheets, press clippings, ads, handwritten letters, certifications, photographs and more. Her automotive portraits give viewers an irresistible peek into a car’s storied past.

Now accepting a limited number of commissions for Fall/Winter, 2016.

“My car portraits are more than art -- they are automotive artifact.”
Barrett-Jackson is proud to endorse a new breed of insurance for classic, antique, exotic, special interest, contemporary classic and limited-edition cars. We’ve joined forces with insurance industry leaders who excel at delivering the best possible coverage with equally strong personal service, to bring car enthusiasts a program designed exclusively for them.

Whether you own the classic car of your dreams or a collection of rare beauties, get unequalled insurance coverage at competitive rates from those who realize your car is more than a possession you appreciate – it’s an asset that should appreciate for you.
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCARS

For almost half a century, The Stable, Ltd. has been quietly providing discriminating clients with fabulous collectible cars. We have enjoyed these automobiles and immensely appreciate the interests and loyalty of our many, many repeat customers upon whom our business is based.

THE STABLE LTD

Purveyers of Automotive Heirlooms for 43 years.

217 Main St. • Gladstone, New Jersey 07934 • Fax: 908-781-2599
Sales: 908-234-2055 • Service: 908-234-1755 • Storage: 908-234-2595
WWW.STABLELTD.COM

A sampling of motorcars we have privately placed.
Mecum Auctions at Monterey — The Daytime Auction

Preview: Thursday, August 18; Friday, August 19; Saturday, August 20; gates open at 8 a.m.

Auction: Thursday, August 18, 10 a.m.; Friday, August 19, 11 a.m.; Saturday, August 20; 11 a.m.

Where: Hyatt Regency Monterey Hotel and Spa on Del Monte Golf Course, 1 Old Golf Course Road, Monterey, CA 93940

Web: www.mecum.com

Phone: 262.275.5050

Cost: $30 gate admission per person per day; children 12 and younger enter for free. Bidder’s registration is $100 for one bidder and one guest. Auction seating area may be reserved for registered bidders only

Last year: 387 sold/658 offered / $45.0m

Insider tip: Mecum’s auction, in the easily accessible Hyatt Regency, is the top spot in town for variety with the sheer number of offerings — no one else comes close to their 600 or so consignments. Last year’s highlights include Steve McQueen’s 1976 930 Turbo Carrera selling for $2.1m and a 1966 Lamborghini Miura P400 S, which sold for $2.5m. Entry is now $30 per person per day, but that is still one of the least-expensive tickets in town.

Star Cars:
- 1966 Ford GT40 Mk I. First GT40 road car delivered to North America. Only one delivered with a/c, leather trim and luggage.
- 2006 Bugatti Veyron. One-owner car with less than 4,000 miles.
- 1933 Duesenberg Model J convertible coupe. ACD certified. Coachwork by Bohman and Schwartz. Formerly part of Harrah Auto Collection, Blackhawk Collection and Imperial Palace Collection.
"You treasure your collection. But what’s it really worth?"

If you collect items that you’re passionate about – whether it's wine, cars, jewelry, or even autographed sports memorabilia – you may be wondering about the actual worth of your collection. Not to mention how it fits into your overall plan for financial security. And, what do you do with your collection when keeping it is no longer feasible?

**Financial considerations.** Collectibles don’t produce income, and they’re different from marketable securities in that it can take longer and cost more to sell them. So they’re not an ideal investment for funding a retirement. It’s important to recognize that collecting is different from other types of investing, and that decisions aren’t always based on typical investment criteria.

**Passing it on.** If you want your collection to live on, you'll have to plan carefully. Your estate plan should designate who’ll receive the collection and, if necessary, arrange financing for storage and insurance costs. Wilmington Trust can help. We've been working with successful families since our founding by the duPont family more than a century ago, and can guide you through the challenges and complexities of this and other important issues when managing your wealth.

For more insight on how we can help you enjoy your collection today and prepare for its home tomorrow, visit wilmingtontrust.com/legacy.
Russo and Steele — Monterey Sports and Muscle

Preview: Wednesday, August 17; Thursday, August 18; Friday, August 19; Saturday, August 20; 10 a.m.

Auction: Thursday, August 18; Friday, August 19; Saturday, August 20; 5 p.m.

Where: 290 Figueroa St., Monterey, CA 93940

Web: www.russoandsteele.com

Phone: 602.252.2697

Cost: $30 general admission; $70 three-day pass. Bidder registration is $200, and includes an official auction pocket guide, one bidder’s pass and one guest pass to all three nights of auctions

Last year: 130 sold/210 offered / $10.4m

Insider tip: If you know about Russo and Steele, you’ve heard about their auction-in-the-round format. If you haven’t, make sure to visit this auction, as it’s quite the experience. Parking in downtown Monterey is notoriously obnoxious, especially during the evening, but a bit of patience and willingness to walk more than a couple of blocks delivers a big, entertaining payoff. Last year’s results featured a top sale of $781k for a 2005 Porsche Carrera GT and a $300k Lamborghini LM002. Don’t forget to bring a jacket, as this auction is right on the waterfront, and when the sun sets temperatures drop like a rock.

Star Cars: 2004 Ford GT PB2-1 prototype. Ford used this car for mileage accumulation, electrical prove-out and SVT testing. Equipped with forged BBS wheels, red-painted calipers and McIntosh premium audio.

1967 Chevrolet Corvette 427/435 convertible. One of five finished in Rally over red. Factory equipped with G81 Positraction, A01 tinted glass, N11 off-road exhaust and F41 special suspension. With window sticker, tank sticker, NCRS Shipping Data Report and a binder full of documentation.
The most important detail is in the glovebox.

Collectors are passionate about the details. So are we. In fact, we're as passionate about protecting our clients' cars as they are about collecting them. So unlike standard auto insurance, we cover the Agreed Value of your collector car, not the "blue book" value. That's one detail you can't afford to overlook.

Visit www.AmericanCollectors.com to get a quote today.
1-866-887-8354
Bonhams — Quail Lodge Auction

Preview: Wednesday, August 17, 10 a.m.; Thursday, August 18, 9 a.m.; Friday, August 19, 9 a.m.

Auction: Friday, August 19, 11 a.m.

Where: Quail Lodge’s West Field, 7000 Valley Greens Drive, Carmel, CA 93923

Web: www.bonhams.com/quail

Phone: 415.391.4000

Cost: $20 admits one person with Gallery Guide pamphlet; $80 catalog admits two to auction with bidder’s registration; $150 entry for two, catalog, bidder’s registration and reserved seating

Last year: 99 sold/109 offered / $45.9m

Insider tip: Bonhams hosts their sale at one of the more serene environments in the area, the Quail Lodge. It’s the least centrally located auction during the week, but by no means is it prohibitive inaccessibility. In fact, should you also get a ticket to The Quail: A Motorsports Gathering on the adjacent field (Bonhams admission does not include admission to The Quail), spending all day Friday between these two events makes for a fantastic lead-in for the rest of the weekend.


1935 Mercedes-Benz 500K Cabriolet A.

2014 McLaren P1. Just 1,150 miles from new. One of only 375.
From the folks that bring you the Going To The Sun Rally

RAMSHORN RALLY LUFTGEGUCKLT PORSCHE

5 DAYS MAY

for more information RAMSHORNRAILLY.ORG
**Preview:** Thursday, August 18, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Friday, August 19, 10 a.m. to midnight; Saturday, August 20, 10 a.m. to midnight

**Auction:** Friday, August 19, 2 p.m. through Saturday, August 20, midnight

**Where:** Online bidding only. Viewing at Marriott Hotel Downtown Monterey, 350 Calle Principal, Monterey, CA, 93940

**Web:** www.rickcole.com

**Phone:** 844.474.2526

**Cost:** Complimentary bidder registration via their website available starting August 1, also available onsite. See rickcole.com for additional details

**Insider tip:** Rick Cole auctioned off his first car in Monterey back in 1986, beginning what grew into the yearly car-auction frenzy of Monterey Car Week. He’s been back on the Peninsula since 2014 with an unusual set up — bidding via Internet. Cars can be viewed and inspected at the Marriott Hotel, with your bidding done by smartphone while you enjoy the variety of activities around the Peninsula.

**Star Cars:**

- **1957 Chevrolet Corvette 283 Fuelie Airbox convertible.** One of 43 factory Airbox fuel-injected convertibles. NCRS Top Flight, Bloomington Gold Hall of Fame and enshrined in Bloomington Gold Great Hall.

- **1973 Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona coupe.** All original books and toolkit included. Less than 7,200 miles.

- **1949 MG TC roadster.** Unrestored, with under 15,000 actual miles.

---

1957 Chevrolet Corvette 283 Fuelie Airbox convertible

1973 Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona coupe
RM Sotheby’s — Monterey 2016

Preview: Wednesday, August 17, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Thursday, August 18; Friday, August 19; Saturday, August 20; 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Auction: Friday, August 19; Saturday, August 20; 6 p.m.

Where: Portola Hotel and Spa and Monterey Conference Center, 2 Portola Plaza, Monterey, CA, 93940

Web: www.rmsotebys.com

Phone: 519.352.4575

Cost: Admission to the auction is limited to registered bidders only. Bidder registration is $300 and includes an official auction catalog and admission for bidder and one guest to preview and auction. Admission to the preview only is $40

Last year: 129/150 cars sold / $167.3m

Insider tip: Perhaps the hardest-to-miss auction during the whole week, as RM Sotheby’s hold their auction right in the heart of downtown Monterey, at the Portola Hotel. RM Sotheby’s always serves up one of the finest auction line-ups. Last year they set a record for total dollars sold at one auction with $167.3m from just 129 cars. A $17.6m 1964 Ferrari 250 LM topped all the Monterey cars sales in 2015.

1964 Shelby 289 “Competition” Cobra, CSX2473. Sold new to one of Carroll Shelby’s own employees, it was later purchased by Don Roberts, who drove the car to multiple victories from 1966 through 1984. Acquired by Jim Click in 2006, CSX2473 has been frequently raced at historic events and maintained by none other than… Don Roberts. (Est. $2,200,000–$2,600,000)

1966 Ford GT40 Mk I, s/n P1057; one of six Mark I GT40s used by Shelby American for promotional purposes when new, P1057 was acquired by its current collector in 1993 and restored to its original road-going specification by Bob Ash. Finished in red with white side stripes, it would be an ideal acquisition for the individual looking to enjoy Ford’s legendary supercar on the open road. (Est. $3,250,000–$3,750,000)

Star Cars: 1964 Shelby 289 “Competition” Cobra, CSX2473. Sold new to one of Carroll Shelby’s own employees, it was later purchased by Don Roberts, who drove the car to multiple victories from 1966 through 1984. Acquired by Jim Click in 2006, CSX2473 has been frequently raced at historic events and maintained by none other than… Don Roberts. (Est. $2,200,000–$2,600,000)

1966 Shelby GT350, s/n SFM 6S2363; part of the Click Collection since 2002, this is the 1970 SCCA B-production Southern Pacific Division Champion, and another example in the group with close ties to Don Roberts, having been both prepared and raced by Roberts in period to strong results. (Est. $350,000–$450,000)

1931 Duesenberg Model J Tourster by Derham. Formerly of the D. Cameron Peck and Dr. Joseph Murphy collections, this featured Duesenberg is one of eight original toursters built, and the most desirable open body style on the Model J chassis and designer Gordon Buehrig’s masterpiece. (Est. $1,300,000–$1,500,000)
New luxury interiors and exclusive features for the world's first brand-new reproduction 1966 Mustangs

The world's first brand-new reproduction 1966 Mustangs now have even more to offer! Designed and built using modern technology and materials for outstanding craftsmanship and an unparalleled driving experience, the Revology Mustangs feature a 435hp Ford Ti-VCT “Coyote” V8 engine, electronically controlled automatic or optional 5-speed manual transmission, double-wishbone front suspension, 3-link rear suspension, 4-wheel power disc brakes, power rack & pinion steering, remote keyless entry, power windows, power door locks, power seats, tilt column, intermittent wipers, and Ford-licensed 100% steel body. Backed by a full factory warranty, the Revology Mustang provides a one of a kind experience for the very discerning enthusiast. Priced from $135,000.
Gooding & Company — The Pebble Beach Auction

**Preview:** Wednesday, August 17, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Thursday, August 18, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Friday, August 19, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Saturday, August 20, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Sunday, August 21, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

**Auction:** Saturday, August 20, 4 p.m.; Sunday, August 21, 6 p.m.

**Where:** Pebble Beach Equestrian Center, 3300 Portola Road, Pebble Beach, CA 93953

**Web:** www.goodingco.com

**Phone:** 310.899.1960

**Cost:** $100 catalog admits two to all events. $40 general admission admits one to all events. $200 bidder registration includes catalog, admission for two to all events and two reserved seats (subject to availability). Children younger than 12 free

**Last year:** 115 sold/129 offered / $128.1m

**Insider tip:** Gooding & Company has been the official auction company of Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance since 2004. Last year’s sale featured a 1961 Ferrari 250 GT SWB, which sold for $16.8m. Sunday night’s auction is also the only show in town and the perfect way to cap off the Monterey Car Week. If you want to see or be seen, this is the when and where.

**Star Cars:**
- **1935 Auburn 851 Speedster.** Concours restoration completed in 2015. (Est. $900k–$1.2m)
- **1955 Lancia Aurelia B24S Spider America** with hard top and Nardi kit. (Est. $1.65m–$1.95m)
- **1968 Ferrari 330 GTS.** Ex-Count Tommaso Antolini Ossi. (Est. $625k–$675k)
- **1955 Mercedes-Benz 300SL Gullwing.** Superb Hjeltness restoration in outstanding colors. (Est. $1.4m–$1.6m)
- **1971 Lamborghini Miura P400 SV** (Est. $2.2m–$2.6m)

---

**15th Annual SCM Insider’s Seminar**

**“Chat With the Experts”**

**Where:** Gooding & Company Auction Pavilion, Pebble Beach

**When:** Saturday, August 20, 2016, 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

**Registration:** www.sportscarmarket.com/monterey2016

**Phone:** 503.261.0555 x217

**Cost:** Admission is free to current SCM Platinum members and Gooding registered bidders. Subscribers, $35 for two; non-subscribers, $70 for two.

**Insider tip:** Join SCM’s experts for an in-depth look at today’s market in an open-forum setting. Topics include when we’ll see a $300k 1967 911S, if MGs and Triumphs will be cheap forever, how a plastic 308 can be worth $250k, whether it’s smart to buy a garage full of Countaches, and more. In addition, our panelists will pick their Best Buys of Monterey 2016.

Publisher Keith Martin will moderate the panel, which includes Carl Bomstead, Miles Collier, Mark Hyman, Donald Osborne and Steve Serio.

After the discussion, the panel will break off into groups with seminar attendees for detailed looks at select cars at the Gooding & Company auction.
Visit us at AutomobiliaMonterey Aug 16-17

14th Annual

TUESDAY, August 16, 2016
10 am to 6 pm

WEDNESDAY, August 17, 2016
10 am to 6 pm

Enjoy the relaxed indoor setting while buying only original vintage posters, photographs, badges & pins, rallye plates, hood ornaments, signs, original art, scale models, literature & books, signed items, postcards, etc.

ON PREMISES PACK & SHIP FACILITIES
Embassy Suites-Main Ballroom – Free Parking
EASY ACCESS
US 1 & Rte 218 just north of Hwy 68

AutomobiliaMonterey.com
Come meet us at our British Corral...

FREE Cruise-In Car Show

Folktale Winery, 8940 Carmel Valley Rd, Carmel, CA
Tuesday, August 16th  3-8pm

Austin Healey, Bentley, Jaguar, Lotus, MG, Triumph, Rolls Royce

Restorations, Paint & Body Shop, Mechanical/Electrical Repairs, Detailing, Specialty Parts, Classic Car Showroom

16840 Joleen Way, Unit G-4 Morgan Hill, CA 95037
408.782.1100  Fax: 408.779.0938
bhiland@ontheroadagainclassics.com  www.ontheroadagainclassics.com
TACOMA, WA • FALL CLASSIC 2016
2 DAYS 200+ CARS LEMAY MARYMOUNT EVENT CENTER
CONSIGN WITH LUCKY TODAY!

Whether buying, selling, or just having fun, Lucky is the best way to enjoy collector cars. Get your vehicle in front of thousands in person and virtually through the greatest network on earth. Find the vehicle you always wanted. Be a part of the excitement and action!

Join us for our Fall Classic Event on August 27th and 28th.

1960 Porsche Diesel Tractor

1952 Nash Healey Pininfarina Roadster

1965 Alfa Romeo Giulia Spider

NO RESERVE!

NO RESERVE!

NO RESERVE!

CONSIGN NOW • (206) 467-6531

In conjunction with the 39th Annual LeMay Car Show
Located in the spectacular 80 acre LeMay Marymount Event Center, home to the family collection and epicenter of northwest collector activity. See cars, bikes, boats, art, antiques, and history framed in natural splendor.
ALL DAY: SATURDAY, AUGUST 27TH AND SUNDAY, AUGUST 28TH

WWW.LUCKYOLDCAR.COM

REGISTER TO BID TODAY!

Lemay Family Collection Foundation

COSMOPOLITAN MOTORS, LLC

325 152nd St. East | Tacoma, WA 98445
Conducted By: Cosmopolitan Motors, LLC WA DLR # 0835 Auction # 2410

WASHINGTON
Southern California Classic Car Buyers! Finder’s Fees & Quick Payment & No BS! One Car or Collections; Consignments Considered

We are Always Looking for Primarily Rare, Unusual or Simply Honest & Original Stock European or American Classic Cars. Premium Industry Prices Paid for Original Low Mileage Cars with Documentation! Any Marque or Type Considered. Distance No Object but California Cars Preferred. We want American Muscle Cars, European & American Sports Cars or Luxury Sedans, Convertibles or Coupes, Station Wagons, Trucks & Even Motorcycles!

310-399-3990
WestCoastClassics.com info@westcoastclassics.com
Redefining the Classic Car Driving Experience

The Allard J2X MkIII continuation roadster is hand-crafted to provide a unique and exclusive ownership experience.

Whether you are a touring enthusiast or a weekend warrior, our Allard J2X MkIII will provide you with a comfortable, high performance roadster that will offer you years of hassle-free driving enjoyment.

We have enhanced the Allard J2X MkIII with the following features and options:

- 2-year drivetrain warranty
- emission-compliant V8 engine
- manual or automatic transmission
- full windshield • removable hardtop
- power steering • power brakes • adjustable foot pedals
- tilt steering wheel • heater / airco
- and more...

WWW.ALLARDJ2X.COM • INFO@ALLARDJ2X.COM • 1-877-J2X-1953

FACEBOOK.COM/ALLARDJ2X • BUILT IN THE USA
CLASSIC SHOWCASE is the JAGUAR collector’s resource.

1952 XK-120 3.4 Liter Roadster (Chassis Number: 671514)

1967 E-Type Series 1 4.2 Liter Roadster (Chassis Number: 1E15193)

1951 XK-120 ‘LT1’ 3.4 Liter Alloy Roadster Recreation (Chassis Number: 671751)

1966 E-Type Series 1 4.2 Liter Fixed Head Coupé (Chassis Number: 1E32783)

1961 E-Type Series 1 3.8 Liter, Flat-Floor, Welded Louver Roadster (Chassis Number: 875400)

Preserving the JAGUAR heritage for over 35 years.

Classic Showcase
Where Great Cars Achieve Perfection - Jaguar Specialists

www.classicshowcase.com
IT’S NOT ABOUT THE CORNER OFFICE.
IT’S ABOUT CORNERING, PERIOD.

There’s a reason more people trust Hagerty with the cars they love. We make the experience of owning classics better, with insurance, valuation tools, an award-winning magazine and more—all created by people who share your passion for cars.

Drive with us. Hagerty.com | 877-922-3389 | Local Agent
Auction results in real time

You can't be at every auction, but Hammer Price has you covered. Keep tabs on multiple auctions at the same time and track results year-round. Reference past sales, preview upcoming auctions, and even get notifications when your favorite cars cross the block.

Download the app today

Available on the App Store

www.hammerpricelive.com
The Art of the Automobile

Restored
Respected
Maintained
Indulged
Bought & Sold
Enjoyed

Restored by ARL Aston Martin DB4C

Automotive Restorations Inc.
The finesse behind the finish

203.377.6745 • Stratford, CT
See more on our craft, services & projects:
AutomotiveRestorations.com
Phone Directory

**Airports**
- Marina Municipal Airport, 831.582.0102
- Monterey Jet Center, 831.373.0100
- Monterey Peninsula Airport, 831.648.7000

**Auction Companies**
- Bonhams (S.F. office), 415.861.7500
- Gooding & Company, 310.899.1960
- Mecum Auctions, 262.275.5050
- Rick Cole Auctions, 844.474.2526
- RM Sotheby’s Auctions, 519.352.4575
- Russo and Steele, 602.252.2697

**Chamber of Commerce**
- Monterey Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, 831.648.5360

**Police**
- Carmel, 831.624.6403
- Del Rey Oaks, 831.394.9333
- Marina, 831.884.1210
- Monterey, 831.646.3914
- Monterey County Sheriff, 831.647.7702
- Salinas, 831.758.7250

**Taxi/Shuttle Service**
- **Carmel**
  - Yellow Cab, 831.626.3333
- **Monterey**
  - Yellow Cab, 831.333.1234
- **Salinas**
  - Yellow Cab, 831.333.1234

**Towing**
- **Carmel**
  - Carmel Chevron AAA Towing, 831.624.3827
- **Marina**
  - Marina Beach Towing, 831.883.0924
- **Salinas**
  - USA Towing, 831.883.9515
- **Monterey**
  - Monterey Garage and Towing, 831.375.4175
- **Seaside**
  - Lugo’s Towing Service, 831.422.6443
- **American Towing**, 831.372.1122

---
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  - **Salinas**
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- **Towing**
  - **Carmel**
    - Carmel Chevron AAA Towing, 831.624.3827
  - **Marina**
    - Marina Beach Towing, 831.883.0924
  - **Salinas**
    - USA Towing, 831.883.9515
  - **Monterey**
    - Monterey Garage and Towing, 831.375.4175
  - **Seaside**
    - Lugo’s Towing Service, 831.422.6443
  - **American Towing**, 831.372.1122
6th Annual WIN with a COBRA Collector Car Drawing

Wounded Warriors Support Group

Drawing Date January 1, 2017
Do Not Need to Be Present To Win

Please Donate
Wounded Warriors Support Group

cobraraffle.com
(805) 714-4444

Win This Shelby Cobra

Please Visit us at
Laguna Seca Raceway for
Monterey Car Week
Bring the concours home with ClassicCars.com

Search more than 30,000 classic and collector vehicles for sale, and enjoy unparalleled up-to-the-minute coverage of Monterey Car Week.

Register for free Monterey Auction Tours on ClassicCars.com and join ClassicCars.com in supporting Shriners Hospitals for Children®
Carmel-By-The-Sea
Concours on the Avenue
Where: Ocean Avenue in downtown Carmel
When: August 16 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Web: www.carmelconcours.com
Phone: 404.237.2633
Cost: No admission, open to the public. Entrants pay $250 to enter a car.
Insider tip: Ocean Avenue closes to traffic for this early-in-the-week, kick-off event, and more than 175 cars will be on display over 18 blocks. This concours has three divisions: Multi Marques comprised of everything from hot rods and microcars to muscle and motorcycles — as long as they were built between 1940 and 1973; Porsche cars from 1948 through 1989; and Ferrari cars dating from 1947 through 1989. This is a very popular event, and the mood is casual and fun. Downtown Carmel has everything you need for a pleasant day of great cars, unique shops and tasty food. And you can’t beat the ticket price!

Carmel Mission Classic
Where: San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo Mission, 3080 Rio Road, Carmel, CA 93923
When: August 17, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Web: www.carmelmissionclassic.org
Phone: 831.624.1271, extension 214
Cost: $50. All proceeds are marked for the Knights of Columbus Charities.

The Little Car Show
Where: Downtown Pacific Grove, on Lighthouse Avenue between Fountain and 16th Street
When: August 17, noon to 5 p.m.
Web: www.marinamotorsports.org
Email: jam@redshift.com
Cost: Free, although donations are accepted for the Pacific Grove Public Library, the Pacific Grove Youth Center and the Veteran’s Transition Center. The owners of cars on display pay a $25 entry fee.
Insider tip: This is the 7th annual show of 100 micro, mini and arcane vehicles that were built at least 40 years ago and have smaller-than-1,601-cc engines or electric motors. “Free” is a rare and welcome word on the Monterey Peninsula in August, and this charming event, which includes a parade around Pacific Grove’s scenic waterfront, is a refreshing change of pace from the week’s more serious events. Awards include the “Most Smiles Per Mile Vehicle” and the “Dare to be Different Award.”

Gordon McCall’s Motorworks
Revival 2016 at the Monterey Jet Center
Where: Monterey Jet Center, 300 Skypark Drive, Monterey, CA, 93940
Kevin Kay
Restorations
KKR
CLASSIC BRITISH & EUROPEAN
CARS & MOTORCYCLES
ASTON MARTIN DB SPECIALISTS

Like the owners of these classics, trust KKR for Service & Repair!

Show Quality Restorations, Service & Repair
T: 530-241-8337  F: 530-241-8339
1530 Charles Drive, Redding CA 96003
www.KevinKayRestorations.com
info@KevinKayRestorations.com

Aston Martin Parts - T: 530-241-0600 or Kevin Kay Aston Parts on eBay
**When:** August 17, from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
**Web:** www.mccallevents.com

**Cost:** $395 per ticket for VIP admission; $550 for Red Carpet admission. A limited number of tickets will be sold at www.mccallevents.com, but don’t dawdle, as this event is always a sellout. Tickets are digital and guests will receive them via email.

**Insider Tip:** Gordon McCall’s Motorworks Revival is one of the hottest tickets in Monterey. Guests mingle amidst vintage sports cars, modern aircraft and classic warbirds. New cars from top makers are often on display. Guests also enjoy fine wines, foods, luxury showcases — and a possible glimpse at bigwigs from business, industry and show business. This is the 25th year of this ultra-popular event — which benefits the California Highway Patrol 11-99 Foundation — and there is no better way to start the week.

**The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering**

**Where:** Quail Lodge & Golf Club, 8205 Valley Greens Drive, Carmel, CA, 93923

**When:** August 19, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

**Web:** signatureevents.peninsula.com

**Phone:** 831.620.8879

**Cost:** $600, which includes parking, lunch, beverages, souvenirs and admission to the Bonhams auction. Charitable Patron Tickets (new this year) are $2,500, with 50% of the proceeds directing benefiting Rancho Cielo, preferred charity of The Quail.

**Insider Tip:** The 14th Annual The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering honors the Rivalries of the Ages, the 100th Anniversary of BMW, A Retrospective of Laguna Seca Raceway, the 50th Anniversary of the Lamborghini Miura, Pre- and Post-War Sports and Racing Cars, Supercars, Post-War Racing, The Great Ferraris and Sports and Racing motorcycles.

The Quail is your one-stop event for some of the greatest cars and motorcycles in the world — all in a lovely setting that is just big enough. Assuming you were one of the lucky 3,000 to get a ticket (they’re already sold out — as the event nears, you can sometimes find them for sale on eBay and Craigslist). The show also includes Bonhams’ 19th Annual Carmel Valley auction. The raucous arrival of race cars from Laguna Seca is always fun, and the food is some of the best you’ll find all weekend.

**Third Annual Porsche Werks Reunion**

**Where:** Rancho Canada Golf Club, 4860 Carmel Valley Road, Carmel, CA, 93923

**When:** August 19, 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

**Web:** www.werksreunion.com

**Cost:** Free for spectators

**Insider Tip:** The third Porsche Werks Reunion is open to all Porsche owners. Members of the Porsche Owners Club, Porsche Racing Club, 356 Registry, 356 Club and all other Porsche clubs are welcome to come and display their cars. More than 500 Porsches are expected on the fairways of Rancho Canada.

**Legends of the Autobahn**

**Where:** Nicklaus Club-Monterey, 100 Pasadera Drive, Monterey, CA 93940

**When:** August 19, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

**Web:** www.legendsoftheautobahn.org

**Cost:** $75 to enter your car in a judged event; $40 for a spot in the corral. Spectators enter for free.
Any Condition; Top Dollar Paid
Gladly Pay Finder's Fee
30 Years of Experience
We Pick up From Any Location in the US
We Buy One Car or Complete Collection

European Cars
Mercedes Benz, Jaguar, Porsche, Ferrari,
Austin Healey, Aston Martin, Rolls-Royce,
Bentley, Bugatti, BMW, MG, Triumph, Maserati,
Morgan, Pegaso, Alfa Romeo, Delorean,
De-Soto, Delage, Delahaye, Dual-Ghia, Facel
Vega, Ferrari, Lotus, Lamborghini and
various other European Cars.

American Cars
Auburn, Buick, Cord, Chevrolet, Cadillac, Ford,
Duesenberg, Packard, Lincoln, Pierce-Arrow,
Excalibur, Studebaker, Stutz and Any Classic &
Sports Car.

GULLWING MOTOR CARS
1-800-452-9910
ask for Peter Kumar
Email: PeterKumar@GullwingMotorCars.com
www.GullwingMotorCars.com
**MONTEREY / Concours & Events**

**Insider tip:** This is the seventh year of Legends of the Autobahn, and, once again, BMW, Audi and Mercedes-Benz clubs will get together on the grass to admire German engineering in this casual concours. Publisher Martin will again emcee this year’s Autobahn, so stop by and say hello! This is a great place to see some amazing cars. This laid-back, fun event is the best deal of the weekend.

**Concorso Italiano**

Where: Black Horse Golf Course, 1 McClure Way, Seaside, CA 93955

When: August 20, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Web: www.concorso.com

Phone: 425.742.0632

Cost: $135, which includes parking, a goodie bag and a collector’s magazine. Children younger than 12 attend for free with a paying adult. The Highline Autos Lunch is $45. The CI Club Package, which includes a Friday evening reception, breakfast, Concorso’s famous gourmet Italian Country lunch, morning and afternoon snacks, choice wines and admission, is $475. Those exhibiting a car get a discount.

**Insider tip:** This year’s Concorso will feature the 50th Anniversary of the Lamborghini Miura, Touring Superleggera, the Alfa Romeo Disco Volante Spyder, Bowtie and Blue Oval Ferraris, the Alfa Romeo Duetto. This year’s event also will welcome between 800 and 1,000 of the most beautiful Italian cars in the world. Concorso celebrates all things Italian, so expect wonderful food, a fashion show and music — all on the fairways of Black Horse Golf Course. Our own publisher, Keith Martin, returns for his 18th year as emcee. As always, get there early and leave the long walk from the parking lot to the late-arriving folks who don’t read these insider’s tips in SCM. Look for the Sports Car Market booth, and be sure to stop by and have a glass of fine wine.

**The Barnyard Shopping Village Ferrari Event**

Where: The Barnyard Shopping Village, 3618 The Barnyard, Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA 93923

When: August 20, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Web: www.thebarnyard.com

Phone: 831.624.8886

Cost: $37 in advance, $45 at the gate

**Insider tip:** How does a relaxing evening of strolling among 50 or so Ferraris sound? There is no better way to rest up for the rigors of Pebble Beach the next morning than to sip a variety of wines and graze on gourmet food as the balmy California summer day eases toward night. This easy-going event often flies under the radar of the Monterey Car Week glitz and glamour, but it’s a highlight for many insiders. All proceeds go to the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation.

**Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance**

Where: 18th Fairway, Pebble Beach Golf Course, 1700 17-Mile Drive, Pebble Beach, CA 93953

When: August 21, 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Web: www.pebblebeachconcours.net

Phone: 831.622.1700

Cost: $325 in advance, $375 on the day of the show. Children under the age of 12 are admitted for free in the company of an adult. Club d’Elegance tickets, which include VIP parking, early access to the showfield, guided tours and full breakfast and lunch buffets, are $750.

**Insider tip:** The 50th Anniversary of the Ford GT40 Victory at Le Mans, Chapron Coachwork, the BMW Centennial, the Lamborghini Miura, Bizzarrini and Delahaye are some of the featured exhibits and cars of the 66th Annual Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. The Gooding & Company Pebble Beach Auction is also held the day before and the evening of the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. This is the biggest single event of the collector car year, and each one of the 200 cars on display is world-class. If you’re hoping to get clean, unobstructed photos of all this automotive beauty, your best bet is to arrive at dawn — when the eerie mists and concours entrants arrive simultaneously on the golf course.

**Concours d’LeMons**

When: August 20, 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Where: Laguna Grande Park, 1249 Canyon Del Rey Blvd., Seaside, CA, 93955

Web: www.concoursdlemons.com

Cost: Free, as not even the most rabid gearhead will pay to see an AMC Pacer

**Insider tip:** A self-proclaimed “ugly oil stain on the Pebble Beach Auto Week,” the Concours d’LeMons once again welcomes ranks of putrid automobiles to the beautiful Laguna Grande Park. Rust buckets, beaters and cars that barely rolled off the assembly line — in short, the worst of the automobile world — will compete for thrift market trophies. Go — if only to feel much better about your car choices. •
16TH ANNUAL COLLECTOR AUTOMOBILE AUCTION

MONTEREY 16
AUGUST 18-20, 2016
3 EVENINGS 250 PREMIUM CARS

DOWNTOWN MONTEREY
AT FISHERMAN’S WHARF

THE HOTTEST NIGHTS IN MONTEREY
REGISTER TO BID
ALL COMPETITOR CREDENTIALS ACCEPTED

CONTACT OUR SPECIALISTS TODAY TO GET STARTED
RUSSOANDSTEELE.COM

#7005
1967 CHEVROLET CORVETTE
427/435 ROADSTER

All vehicles sold at live auction and subject to prior sale. Buyer’s Premium of 10% applied to all lots purchased. Russo and Steele, LLC: CA Dealer number: 53306. “Contact Russo and Steele for details.”
What a difference a day makes.

Lease an exotic or vintage motorcar with Premier and take delivery in 24 hours.*

Navigating your way to a new lease is easy with Premier. Simply find the car of your dreams, then contact us for the most transparent lease terms in the industry.

*In most cases, we can facilitate delivery in as little as 24 hours.

Some call it the Premier Advantage. We call it a day's work.

Experience the Premier Advantage
Call us today toll free at 877-973-7700
www.premierfinancialservices.com
Premier Financial Services
Vintage and Exotic Motorcar Leasing
Swissvax is a uniquely handcrafted car care system made in Switzerland and designed to be the finest product line of automotive cosmetic maintenance in the world. Since 1930, the Anwender family has been creating magnificent Carnauba wax formulations. The Swissvax system comprises two major components: a cleaning pre-wax oil which prepares and nourishes the surface, followed by the wax formulation of your choice. These exclusive formulas are very easy to apply, leaving no white residue or wax build-up. There are, quite simply, no compromises when it comes to our pursuit of the ultimate wax and car care system. No wonder Swissvax is OEM to several of the most prestigious vehicle manufacturers like Rolls-Royce, Bugatti etc. We invite you to see for yourself what delighted enthusiasts and collectors all over the world are discovering about Swissvax.

Swissvax «Onyx»
Standard wax for all types of paintwork. Thanks to its 30% by volume of pure Brazilian Grade-One Carnauba it produces a streak-free gloss on all paintwork. Price: $99.00
A wax container of 200 ml is sufficient for ca. 10 wax applications. First application required use pre-waxing with «Clearer Fluid Regular». Price: $19.00

Swissvax «Mirage»
Premium wax with over 40% by vol. of Brazilian Carnauba and an excellent choice for modern water-based paints. Price: $199.00

Swissvax «Concorso»
Our famous concours wax with 50% by vol. of pure Brazilian Carnauba for a deep, wet «show car» shine. Price: $329.00

Swissvax «Trilogy U.S.A.»
Premium wax with 70% by vol. of pure Brazilian Grade-One Carnauba. Produces a streak-free gloss and enhances the paintwork surface with best beading characteristics. Proviewable ease of application. Price: $899.00

Swissvax «Master Collection»
The complete wax kit for your car will enhance every detail of your automobile to award winning Concours standard. Price: add $859.00 to your wax selection (see above)

Swissvax «Entry Collection»
The perfect introduction for your first 10 Swissvax applications. You will cause a sensation. Price: add $239.00 to your wax selection (see above)

Swissvax Leather Care Kit
Easy to use and everything you need to clean and maintain your leather in perfect condition. With UV-protection. Price: $115.00

EASY PAINT PROTECTION
«Swissvax Lotus Speed»
Lotus Speed is an up-to-the-minute quick sealing for all exterior paintwork. Advanced polymer technology seals paint, rims plastic, chrome and glass. Excellent water beading properties of the paint surface. Durability depending on the mechanical impact: 1-3 months. Price: $39.00 500 ml

Swissvax USA
SWISSVAX USA, LLC - 13380 BISCAYNE BAY DRIVE - KEYSTONE POINT - NORTH MIAMI, FL 33181
WWW.SWISSVAXMARINE.US - WWW.SWISSVAX.US
HEADQUARTER: SWISSVAX AG - CH-8117 FÄLLANDEN - SWITZERLAND - PHONE +41 840 850 850 - WWW.SWISSVAX.COM
Pebble Beach Motoring Classic

Where: Kirkland, WA, to Pebble Beach, CA
When: August 8–17
Web: www.pebblebeachconcours.net
Email: almcewan@msn.com or notsu@pebble-beachconcours.net
Telephone: 206.999.4485
Cost: $11,000 for one car and two participants. This includes all Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance events, including the Pebble Beach Tour d’Elegance. This does not cover accommodations in Pebble Beach.
Eligibility: Quality, thoroughbred cars built before 1968 are invited to participate. All cars must have an elegance that befits the concours.
Insider tip: Only 30 cars are accepted on this 1,500-mile West Coast road trip, which includes all accommodations (except at Pebble Beach), meals and entertainment. Participants also get special event perks that are usually reserved for concours entrants and judges. The tour includes all meals, accommodations and entertainment on the route from Kirkland to Pebble Beach.

The Quail Rally

Where: This event changes route each year, but it always sticks to the great driving roads of the Monterey Peninsula.
When: August 15–17

Web: signatureevents.peninsula.com
Eligibility: Invitation only. The rally is limited to 30 cars built before 1974.
Insider tip: You can count on traversing the most scenic back roads of the Monterey Peninsula and the surrounding areas. The rally begins and ends at Quail Lodge, and all participants can expect world-class food and entertainment. All proceeds benefit local charities.

Pebble Beach Tour d’Elegance Presented by Rolex

Where: Starts at Portola Road in Pebble Beach
When: August 18, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Web: www.pebblebeachconcours.net
Phone: 831.622.1700
Eligibility: Any car entered in Sunday’s Pebble Beach Concours.
Insider tip: The tour follows parts of the original 17-Mile Drive, traverses nearby mountains and valleys, dips down to scenic Highway 1 and makes a stop in Carmel-By-The-Sea. Spectators can watch for free from spots along the route. Many people visit the Ocean Avenue parking area in Carmel-By-The-Sea to see the world’s best concours cars out on the road. In the event of a tie in Sunday’s concours, cars that complete the tour have the advantage. If you don’t have a car in the event, it’s still fun to stake out a nice spot on
Reflections of Monterey
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www.lorylockwood.com
lorylockwood@gmail.com
(504) 430-6537
the route and see many of the Pebble Beach Concours cars out on the road, doing what they were built to do.

**Pacific Grove Rotary Concours Auto Rally**

**Where:** Downtown Pacific Grove and all around the Monterey Peninsula  
**When:** August 19, noon to 8 p.m.  
**Web:** www.pgautorally.org  
**Phone:** 831.372.6585  
**Cost:** $80 to drive only; $100 includes barbecue dinner  
**Insider tip:** This year marks the 22nd running of this casual rally, which will stage on Lighthouse Avenue. Most entered cars are pre-1974, but some newer cars are accepted. More than 200 cars hit the road, and more than 8,000 spectators cheer them on. The event ends with a barbecue dinner in Chautauqua Hall. Proceeds benefit Pacific Grove Youth Action.

**Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion**

**Where:** Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, 1021 Monterey-Salinas Highway, Salinas, CA, 93908  
**When:** August 18–21 from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.  
**Web:** www.mazdaraceway.com  
**Phone:** 831.242.8200  
**Cost:** Friday general admission is $50, Saturday admission is $80 and Sunday admission is $60. A two-day pass for Saturday and Sunday is $110 and a three-day pass is $140. A four-day pass is $160. Other packages are available on the track’s website.  
**Insider tip:** This year’s event celebrates the 100th Anniversary of BMW, and plenty of them will howl around Laguna Seca. The Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion is the best place in the world to see rare, vintage race and sports cars compete on the track. More than 550 cars — including vintage GT cars, 1967–84 Formula One cars, 1947–55 Sports Racing and GT, 1966–72 Trans-Am cars and 1927–51 race cars — will roar around the track. This is the place to see, hear and feel history in motion.
YOUR PREMIER
DESTINATION
FOR COLLECTOR CAR
RESTORATION

AWARD WINNING RESTORATION OF EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN MARQUES

321 Perry Highway, Harmony, PA 16037  •  www.hahnvorbach.com  •  724-452-4329
Sports Car Store

250 Mill St. Suite 14 · Taylors, SC 29687

1965 Rolls-Royce Coachbuilt convertible. Formerly owned by Lucille Ball.

1966 Datsun 1600 Roadster   1967 Austin Healey 3000   1989 Alfa Romeo Veloce Spider

mysportscarstore.com
864-525-9686 or 864-580-0836
Yesterday...
FerrariDirect.
A direct-to-consumer financing program designed to provide clients the flexibility to grow and enhance their vintage Ferrari collection.

Today
FerrariPreferred.
Financing products for New and Pre-Owned Ferraris offered through the authorized Ferrari dealer network.

Financing options for Ferraris of Yesterday and Today.

Ferrari Financial Services — The Intelligent Alternative.
BimmerSpotting

A look at the most significant BMWs of the past 100 years

by Rob Siegel

S
ince BMW’s 100th birthday coincides with its role as the Featured Marque at the Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion, a spotter’s guide of the most significant BMWs of the past 100 years is in order.

328 Roadster (1936–40): Easily BMW’s most important pre-war car, the 328 was BMW’s first engine with hemispherical combustion chambers (insert “that thing got a Hemi?” joke here). The gorgeous fender curves, long thin kidneys, and hood straps all look just right. Big money. SCM Pocket Price Guide median price: $831,500

501/502 “Baroque Angels” (1952–62): Big and swoopy. The 502 was powered by Germany’s first post-war V8 (which was also the world’s first production aluminum V8), but in cash-poor post-war Germany, they sold poorly. Though rare, for a long time the value of these cars was so low that they were little more than sources of V8s for 507s. In recent years, their values have come up substantially. SCM median price: $231,000

507 (1956–59): In addition to its lithe lines, the 507 is stylistically significant because the kidneys are so wide they look like a radiator grille, not nostrils. This styling was aped 50 years later in the Z8. In my opinion, BMW should do more of this. A scant 252 of the gorgeous two-seater V8 roadsters were produced. Elvis famously owned one. Another big-money model. SCM median price: $1.9m

Isetta (1956–62): As Germany tried to pull itself from the post-war ashes, it didn’t need V8-powered baroque angels; it needed cheap transportation. BMW licensed the Isetta’s design from the Italian firm ISO and ran with it, using an internally developed one-cylinder motorcycle engine. They sold like hotcakes and probably saved the company. These microcars used to be little more than a novelty, but we now routinely see asking prices of $50k. Because it’s air cooled, it has no radiator, and thus is one of the very few BMWs without kidneys (which, in addition to being central to BMW’s styling signature, provide air flow through the radiator). SCM median price: $30,500
P21S® People

OCCUPATIONS: Airline Captain, former naval aviator
FAVORITE RIDE: My 2004 Porsche GT3
FAVORITE PASTIME: Teaching high performance driving
MOST REWARDING ACTIVITY: Helping the Wounded Warriors Project
FUN HOBBY: Detailing cars
P21S USER SINCE: “about 10 years”

WHY P21S? “I was dissatisfied with all the products I had been using embarrassed to admit how many products I tried...The very first second you use P21S you know the products are different and better. From the safe and effective cleaners to the waxes’ ease of application, depth of shine and no staining of rubber trim, you know right away how great P21S is.”

Dave Cohen

Learn more at www.p21s.com.
Neue Klasse cars (1962–77): The forerunner of the 2002. The other car (after the Isetta) that saved BMW. Neue Klasse cars look the same as a 2002 from the front, but have four doors and a higher, squarer butt. The 1500 came in 1962, the first BMW with the “Hofmeister kink,” the forward-facing jog in the bottom of the C-pillar that has been BMW’s design stock and trade ever since. Followed by the 1600, 1800, and 2000. The 1800Ti/SA (“Tisa”) was the homologation car. No one used to care about Neue Klasse cars, but they are starting to get their due. **SCM median price: $14,000 (1967–70 1600)**

**2002: (1968–76):** The 2002 wasn’t really the first sports sedan, but no matter. It made BMW’s reputation in this country. Ordered by increasing rarity and value: square-taillight cars (1974–76); square-taillight tiis (injected); round-taillight cars (1968-73); round-taillight tiis; tourings; 1600 cabriolets; and, at the top of the heap, turbos with the reverse-lettered script on the air dam so you knew what was roaring up your tailpipe on der Autobahn. **SCM median price: $34,800 (1972–74 tii)**

**E9 (1968–75):** To many, the 2-door coupes (2800CS / 3.0CS / CSi / CSL) produced from 1968 through 1976 are the most elegant BMWs ever built. CSLs, the lightweight homologation car with aluminum hood, trunk, and door skins, and thinner steel elsewhere, are the rarest and most desirable. There are four basic versions. CSLs saved additional weight with deletion of the front bumper, sound deadening, power steering and plastic rear bumper and fixed plastic rear windows. The cars with the “town package” or “city package” added most of these amenities back in for buyers who wanted more creature comforts. The road-going “Batmobiles” feature trunk and roof spoilers and fender wind splits. The actual Group 2 through 5 race cars had additional aerodynamics and massive fender flares, some featuring deep side scoops for brake cooling. The CSL wasn’t badged with an “M,” but it was the first car produced by what evolved into BMW Motorsport GmbH. **SCM median price: $126,500 (1971–72 3.0 CSL)**
1967 911S Coupe

Amazing original Black/Black '67S has been continually raced since 1969. One ownership '69 to '14. Great Southern California history. Fresh, complete mechanical restoration to be a competitive, reliable and safe vintage racer. Stunning original condition including full interior. Can be street driven. Priced in the mid $300's.

1967 911S Toad Hall Racer

The famous Michael Keyser / Bruce Jennings 1967 911S. Fully restored and properly prepared for reliable and competitive vintage racing. This car is the first of the very well-known line of Toad Hall 911 racers. Daytona 24 hour, Sebring 12 hour and 6 hours of Watkins Glen history. The first time ever publicly offered. $400's.

DON AHEARN  631.786.6511 EST  PORSCHE_DONAHEARN
**Turbo Concept (1972):** As concept cars go, this one was highly influential. Two were built and shown at the Munich Olympics. One was recently shown at the Monterey Festorics in 2013, so you’re likely to see it again. The wedge shape and the pinched nose clearly influenced the M1. *SCM median price: N/A*

**M1 (1978–81):** The first badged M car, the M1 used BMW’s M88/1 24-valve engine — a forerunner of what went into the E28 M5 and E24 M6. It was another homologation special (it raced in the Procar series), but dealers could hardly give the M1 away at the end of its production run. It took another 20 years for it to become the halo car it is now. *SCM median price: $564,300*

**1988 M Triplets:** After decades of sending only pale anemic imitations of its best stateside, BMW stuck a thumb in the eye of the “gray market,” and in 1988 (well, ’87 and ’88) introduced the M3, M5 and M6. Performance was close enough to the uncatalyzed Euro cars that both enthusiasts and the press adored. It was as if the covenant wrought with the 2002 had been fulfilled — the automotive equivalent of Reggie Jackson’s three consecutive home runs in the 1977 World Series. *SCM median prices: $57,800 (M3), $132,200 (M5), $29,200 (M6)*

**Z8 (1998–2003):** A fabulous exercise in heritage-based design, BMW’s limited-production super roadster took major design cues from the 507. Influences includ-

**Art Cars (1974–present):** Alexander Calder painted the first “BMW Art Car,” a Group 2 3.0 CSL, in 1975. He was followed by Frank Stella, Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg, and others. Out of the total of 17 art cars, the Calder and Stella CSLs and the Warhol M1 are probably the most compelling combinations of paint, canvas, and historical significance. *SCM median price: N/A*
Since 1965, Welsh Enterprises has been a global leader in Jaguar parts. Our expertise is an asset to our customers, and something we take pride in. We have thousands of XK, E-Type, MK, XJS, and late model parts available.
THE ONE. THE ONLY.
THE FIRST LE MANS CORVETTE!

AS REPORTED BY
FOXNEWS.COM
MAY 2016

LOST FOR OVER 50 YEARS!

THE 1960 CHEVROLET CORVETTE LE MANS #1
BRIGGS CUNNINGHAM’S PERSONAL CAR

NOW AVAILABLE FOR EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE SALE
CONTACT GINO BURELLI AT 219-707-1092
OR EMAIL RPMARCHIVE@AOL.COM
The Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance, held on the 18th Green at The Lodge at Pebble Beach, CA, is the world’s premier vintage car event. As a Pebble Beach judge for 27 of the event’s 66 years, I’ve witnessed the joy of victory and the agony of defeat countless times. So what does it take to get a car into this concours and win?

First of all, to show a car at Pebble, you must first apply. Hundreds of would-be entrants vie each year for about 220 places. It’s not easy to be accepted, it’s very hard to win your class, and it’s nearly impossible to win Best in Show. The competition is stiff.

A Best in Class victory at Pebble Beach confirms that a car is historically correct, very close to the way it originally came from the factory or coachbuilder, and arguably perfect.

From those class winners, one car — the Best of Show — is chosen by a secret ballot cast by the Chief Class Judges, Honorary Judges, select Class Judges, as well as the Event Chairman, Sandra Button. Each person, no matter his or her rank, gets one vote. The car with the highest number of votes wins Best of Show.

Choosing up

Once applications have been filed, the Selection Committee — of which I am a member — gathers for a three-day meeting. We carefully scrutinize hundreds of cars, finalize classes, and then vote to accept or reject each entry. The results are posted on a special website only committee members can access.

Inside the meetings, the intense atmosphere resembles Ray Bradbury’s “Fahrenheit 451,” where people are like complete books on a subject. Each of the 20 Selection Committee members is an expert, often on several makes. They know many of the cars and/or will personally examine the cars they’ve never seen. The discussions are fascinating.

Applicants must submit detailed information on their cars, including vintage and recent photographs, history, provenance documents such as old registrations, previous awards, etc. You can’t carbon date an automobile on the field, but it’s easy to fake photographs and documentation, so we like to review as much as possible. The combined automotive knowledge of the committee usually ensures an applicant’s car is the real deal — we
THE 1933 ALFA ROMEO 6C GS 1500 TESTA FISSA ZAGATO
1500cc Class Winner - 1934 Mille Miglia,
Maintained by D. L. George Since 1982,
Fully Restored by D. L. George - Completed 2009,
First Place - 2012 Mille Miglia, Supported by DLG,
Third Place - 2016 Mille Miglia, Supported by DLG,
7 Consecutive Mille Miglia Finishes, 2010-2016.

TOGETHER WE MAKE HISTORY

VISIT DLGEORGE.COM  |  +1 610 593 7423
RESTORATION  |  PRESERVATION  |  SERVICE  |  RACE PREP  |  EVENT SUPPORT
THIRD PLACE FINISH - MILLE MIGLIA 2016 - FULLY RESTORED & SUPPORTED BY D. L. GEORGE
don’t accept replicas — but we can’t be too careful.

We review each application, then vote on all the selections individually. Sandra Button, as Chairman, has final approval.

For 2016, the Pebble Beach Concours’ special one-time classes include Chapron coachwork, Delahaye, 1930-to-1937 two-man Indianapolis race cars, Bizzarrini, and 100 years of BMW. Even more exciting is the celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Ford GT40’s win at Le Mans.

**Ford GT40 50th Anniversary**

Here’s the GT40 backstory: Ferrari ruled the grueling Sarthe Circuit in France for years. Il Commendatore insisted on an intense, spare-no-expenses racing program. Despite some high-level sponsorship and the ongoing sale of road-going Ferraris, the tiny Italian company struggled financially. Intent on winning on the world stage, giant Ford Motor Company actually tried to buy Ferrari. Negotiations broke down over control issues when Enzo Ferrari was told the final racing decisions would come from Dearborn, not Maranello.

Incensed, Henry Ford II issued what amounted to a blank check and told his men to do whatever it took to beat Ferrari.

Specially built for endurance racing, Ford’s radical GT40 eventually evolved into a world-beater, but not before two hard years of development, laced with poor showings at Le Mans in 1964 and 1965.

By 1966, Ford was ready with a multi-car team, the world’s top drivers and Carroll Shelby as team manager. That historic year, the GT40s finished 1-2-3. Proving this was no fluke, Ford repeated its winning ways at Le Mans in 1967, 1968, and 1969 — winning the last two years with the same car.

For the one-time GT40 50th Anniversary Class, we’ve gathered every GT40 that ever won a significant international race. The 1-2-3 finishers from Le Mans 1966 will be present, along with the Gurney/Foyt J5 Mk IV that won in 1967. The back-to-back 1968/1969 double winner, P1075 Mirage M1003, will be present along with a GT40 roadster (GT109), and a road-going Mk III (M31101). But we won’t be formally judging these GT40s. It wouldn’t be fair, given that they were all racing cars and so many elements changed from race to race. Instead, Ford Motor Company has commissioned a special commemorative award designed by Ford Styling, and each GT40 owner will receive one.

It’s too late to enter a car this year, of course, but it’s definitely time to begin thinking about next year. Check out the Pebble Beach website for entry details (www.pebblebeachconcours.net), and start getting your application in order.
In pursuit of perfection.

We have been producing Concours show winners for over 30 years.

Call or stop by: Two locations in Southern California:
1665 Babcock Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92627 • 600 W. Coast Hwy, Newport Beach, CA 92663
Tel: 949-650-4718 • info@europeancollectibles.com • www.europeancollectibles.com

Porsche • Jaguar • Ferrari • Mercedes • Aston Martin
Over 60 vehicles in stock • See our current inventory online.
1963 JAGUAR E-TYPE
UNRESTORED ORIGINAL

For Sale
$169,000/obo

- Ultimate time-capsule jewel
- 100% original paint, chrome and interior
- Mint condition since new

- Same owner for over 51 years (1963 to 2014)
- Documented 33,940 miles
- Heritage Certificate
- JCNA Concours score 99.85
- Extensive mechanical service just completed

Principals only. No brokers, please

John 503-538-8096
JLP120XK@hotmail.com
Portland, Oregon
Festivals of Speed

Displays of the world's most exotic cars, motorcycles, watercraft, aircraft & luxury brands.

SAVE THE DATE!

Ritz-Carlton Orlando, Grande Lakes | December 4, 2016
Omni Amelia Island Plantation Resort, Amelia Island | March 11, 2017
Vineyard Park, St. Petersburg | April 2, 2017
Mission Inn Resort & Golf Club, Orlando | April 9, 2017

Sponsorship & vendor opportunities available

www.FestivalsOfSpeed.com
352-385-9450
Fifty Years of the Alfa Romeo Duetto

For a generation, the Duetto defined Alfa Romeo for millions around the world. In many ways, it still does

by Donald Osborne

It is hard to imagine today, but in the spring of 1966, when Alfa Romeo launched its new Spider, the reaction of many was dismay. Much like the situation when Porsche shocked loyal 356 enthusiasts in 1964 with the appearance of the 911, traditional Alfa enthusiasts were aghast at the shocking modernity of the new model put forth to replace the beloved Giulia 1600.

It was, however, a brilliant stroke from the company, which was enjoying what was arguably the best decade of its post-war existence.

The Alfa Romeos produced between 1964 and 1974 represent some of the most enjoyable, usable and remarkable cars that came from the great Milanese constructor. For many aficionados, these cars exemplify what the “new” post-war Alfa Romeo was all about.

From Super Flow to production

While the Duetto’s styling may have looked remarkably new, Franco Martinengo’s design for Pininfarina was clearly inspired by the stunning Super Flow show car of the 1950s.

The Super Flow was built on the chassis of a 1953 6C 3000 sports racer, which, with its original coupe body by Carrozzeria Colli, carried Juan Manuel Fangio to 2nd place in that year’s Mille Miglia.

Pininfarina rebodied the coupe four times beginning in 1956, experimenting with a slippery shape defined by a deep side groove and a variety of roof and fender treatments. It began with the coachbuilder in a relatively uncharacteristic “Transatlantic” style mode, with wraparound windshield, glass bubble top and fins.

Super Flow of 1956 also had rather interesting clear plastic front fender tops that gave it the look of an open-wheel racing car, and its distinctive rear fins were identical to those seen on a contemporary Ferrari Superfast by Pininfarina.

A year later, the car was reimagined as Super Flow II. In this new configuration, the front fenders were fully closed, but the clear plastic theme migrated to the rear tail fins, the tops of which were rendered transparent — one supposes to aid in parking.

1959’s Super Flow III is actually the shape closest to the Spider introduced in 1966, and it in fact shows some of the design character elements Pininfarina would use much later in the final 1990 update of the model. This version was a roadster with no bubble top but with twin rear deck humps following the line of the seat backs. The tail tapered to the familiar pointed end, with narrow taillights on the edge. The headlights, previously covered, were now exposed.

The final version, Super Flow IV of 1960, brought back the full glass roof as well as covered headlights, but lost the side-groove design element, which is an important part of the Duetto and later Spider design. This groove has been likened to that seen in the flesh of the cuttlefish, or in Italian, “Osso di seppia.” It is the nickname given to the Alfa Spider in Italy.
JOIN US FOR TWO INCREDIBLE WEEKS IN MONTEREY TO CELEBRATE BMW’S 100TH ANNIVERSARY!

WWW.CelebrateBMW.com

LEGENDS OF THE AUTOBAHN
August 19, 2016
All-German marque Concours d’Elegance with judged and display classes. Free for spectators.

FESTORICS
TURN FIVE CORRAL AND HOSPITALITY
August 19-21, 2016
Exclusive parking corral and hospitality access for BMW CCA members at the Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion.

OKTOBERFEST
MONTEREY, CA
August 23-28, 2016
A weeklong celebration of our favorite marque with exciting social and driving events planned around the Monterey Peninsula.

Legends, Festorics and Oktoberfest Presented by: MICHELIN

1.800.878.9292 • WWW.CelebrateBMW.com

REGISTER NOW!
**All in the name**

Speaking of names, Alfa went through a grand exercise to find one for their new Spider. With Giulietta and Giulia — Juliet and Julia — beloved in Italy, the company wanted to find a name equally evocative for the new model. A contest was held and was won by a fellow named Guidobaldo Trionfi. His suggestion was “Duetto” — Italian for “duet.” It referenced both the twin-cam engine and the car’s 2-passenger configuration. It was also a nice reference to the great pair of Romeo and Giulietta — Romeo and Juliet — which of course inspired the car’s predecessor.

While Sig. Trionfi received his prize of a new car, the name was never used commercially, as Perugina marketed a chocolate called “Duetto” and understandably objected to Alfa’s appropriation of the name. The car was only ever officially known as the Alfa Romeo 1600 Spider, but Duetto stuck, much as the Ferrari 365 GTB/4 will always be called the Daytona despite the fact that the factory never used that name.

**The Graduate**

As is the case with the Aston Martin DB5, it was a film that made this Alfa Spider recognized far outside the world of enthusiasts. Its appearance in a featured role in the 1967 film “The Graduate” gave Alfa Romeo a recognition level unimaginable a few years before. People who had never seen an auto race or ever heard of Fangio or Nuvolari suddenly knew that there was another Italian sports car that wasn’t a Ferrari.

The initial 1600 Spider was only produced for two years, after which the 1750 was introduced. A further year on, the first major styling change came with the so-called “Kamm tail” model, which replaced the tapering rear with a sharply cut-off squared rear end. While it certainly improved luggage capacity and is said to have improved stability, it was also much less visually distinctive.

Only the original round-tail 1600s are properly considered Duettos, although the name has been used with some abandon for all round-tail cars, including the 1750.

There is no doubt that the early cars have a dramatic grace, with their double tapering front and rear ends, the detailing of the small hump above the Alfa badge on the nose, the delicate and body-hugging bumperettes and the “lollipop” rear reflectors.

**Alfa’s timeless tourer**

The 1600 Spider is also among the last of the minimalist yet supremely comfortable touring sports cars. If the trunk lacks a certain amount of usable space at the end, there is ample space behind the vinyl seats for more soft luggage, and those seats are great for hours at a time, with the high windshield providing excellent wind protection.

Through four generations, the Spider that began as the Duetto continued from 1966 to 1993, with nearly 125,000 built over 27 years. For a generation, the model defined Alfa Romeo for millions of people around the world. In many ways it still does. As is so often the case, a shape that seemed polarizing at first grew into one that ultimately became timeless.

Even through the somewhat awkward rubber bumper and rear decklid spoiler period of the 1980s, the Spider retained its strongest attributes, including terrific handling — even with characteristic rear axle hop in bumpy corners — a wonderful direct shift through the angled lever that came straight out of the transmission, and the best one-handed soft-top operation ever devised.

But for those who want the purest expression of late 1960s Alfa Romeo motoring, stick with the original. Considering the premium early 911s bring over more powerful and better developed later models, it’s still surprising that the Duetto doesn’t cost more. Don’t wait — finding a great, well-maintained, unmodified example can be a challenge now and will only become more difficult.
WE SPECIALIZE IN TURN-KEY, RALLY-READY SPORTS CARS

1953 ASTON DB2 VANTAGE
Wonderful history, mechanically bullet-proof. Priced fairly. Please inquire.

Also available

1966 Shelby GT350H 1961 Aston DB4 SII 1954 Arnolt-Bristol

203.852.1670 degarmoltd.com Matt@degarmoltd.com
Back in the late '70s, I was a mechanic for Ed DiBenedetto Imports, an Alfa Romeo dealer in Great Neck, NY. Following mildly successful seasons running an SS MGB, I figured I was ready for the next step. Somehow I convinced the owner to “invest” in a race car for promotional purposes. The plan was to campaign it in the SCCA’s North Atlantic Road Racing Championship (NARRC) series on weekends and display it in the showroom during the week.

I found a rough 1967 Duetto race car with the world’s ugliest roll cage, but budgets were tight. I dismantled the car, sandblasted the body (that’s another story) rewired the electrical system and rebuilt the engine. I was the mechanic, driver and transporter. Races were held in Bridgehampton, Pocono, Bryar Park (NH Motor Speedway) and Lime Rock. The gas crisis made it necessary to have a second set of plates to get gas on both odd and even days.

I’ll never forget that first race of the season. Ed brought his whole family out to Bridgehampton, only to see his car die on lap 13 of the 15-lap race. Who knew that the race engine would only get 5 MPG? I never started a race without a full tank again.

The Duetto was so much fun to drive that my helmet could not hide my permanent smile. The last race of the season was a cold rainy Sunday in October at Lime Rock Park. The competition was keen but the Duetto tore up the straights and drifted through turns like she was on a mission. We won that race and in the process the E Production championship. We received an engraved silver plate and case of St. Pauli Girl, but the real prize was the joyous memories of that magical season with my ’67 Duetto. — Rick Horan, via email

While living in San Diego in 1969, my wife and I watched the movie “The Graduate.” She asked, “Will you buy me that car for a wedding present?”

The next morning we went to the local Alfa dealer. No new ones were available. A boat strike was the reason. But there was a 1967 that had been turned in by a Navy guy leaving on a cruise. He bought it in Utah and drove it to San Diego, and instead of storing it, decided to sell to the dealer. My good fortune.

We drove it home, and since August 1969, we have enjoyed this car. All numbers match and it’s now living in Palm Desert. After 48 years of ownership, we still love driving it. Get lots of waves and thumbs-up. — Fred Feldman, via email

I purchased my 1967 Duetto in 1991 from the original owner. The car has always performed well. I had it totally restored in 2004 and I have enjoyed many wonderful days behind the wheel. However, in the 25 years since, I have yet to meet a Mrs. Robinson. — Rod McNae, via email

As an Alfa novice in 1975, I attempted to replace the inevitable leaking head gasket in my Duetto. Can you guess what happened? Yup, bent valves — who’d ever heard of interference engines back then? — Bob Sweeney, via email

In 1969 I was working at Sportscar Salon in Flushing, NY. We were dealers for several very good brands, and we sold a ton of sports cars, including Alfa.

We were very aware that we weren’t going to get any Alfas for the new year, because Alfa thought they would get an exemption from the new, stringent EPA and DOT rules but didn’t.

One morning I found a letter in the mail posted from Canada. It was from an Alfa dealer in Toronto who said that he had more Alfas in stock than he could possibly retail, and he wanted to wholesale some of them here in the States. The ones he offered were built in December 1968, had carburetors and none of the coming smog “junk.” Since we weren’t getting any cars at all from Alfa at the time, we jumped at the opportunity.

I went to Toronto with my wife. We were met at the...
Your car is:

☐ Your Baby
☐ Your Dream
☐ An Investment
☐ Irreplaceable
☐ All of the Above

WE GET IT.

For over 35 years the most dedicated auto enthusiasts have trusted Intercity Lines to transport their prized possessions. Our state-of-the-art rigs keep cars safe and secure. And the same driver handles your car from the start of its journey to the finish, every time.

We know what your car means to you, and we know how to transport it safely. We’re Intercity Lines.

Contact us today for a quote or to book your transport
(800) 221-3936 | WWW.INTERCITYLINES.COM
airport by a very nice man who raced us back to Toronto (at well over 100 mph) in the new Spider we were buying. I was stuffed in the little package shelf, really getting whipped by the wind draft.

After paying for the car and executing the sale documents, we spent the night in a really fine hotel in the center of town. In the morning we headed south to the border and paid a very moderate duty on the car. I think they thought it was an old beater because it was still in cosmoline and the road conditions were rank.

We visited Niagara Falls, and sped home to Flushing in that delightful little car.

As soon as it was serviced, we sold it for a very good profit, as there were no new Duettos available anywhere. We brought in probably another four or five. Every one of them was picked up by a different employee and driven back to NYC. We all were very happy Alfisti at last, at least for a few days! — Gerald Garbis, Grants Pass, OR

I bought a ‘67 Duetto in 1969 and it was my daily driver for 25 years. I had had several sports cars before and always found that due to the steep angle of the windshield, I could drive in the rain without getting wet if I kept my speed up.

Soon after buying the Alfa, my wife and I were on a trip to the Texas hill country and we ran into a rainstorm. I told her, “Don’t worry, as long as we are going over 70 the rain will just blow over us.” Obviously I didn’t take into account the angle of the Alfa’s windshield. We got soaked before I could stop and get the top up. She never let me forget throughout our 45 years of marriage. — David Walters, via email

The 1967 Duetto I own was actually my late husband’s second love (me being the first).

My husband graduated from high school in 1967, and as the story goes, a friend’s father bought his friend one for graduation. My husband and his friend parted from the Bay Area to Ensenada in that car, and apparently shared many fond memories (none of which he told me).

John showed the car numerous times at the Concorso Italiano with me by his side, and was chosen for “drive-by” in front of the grandstands often.

The last time he showed it, I was given the honor of driving it in front of the grandstands while they discussed the car for the public. What fun.

I kept the car, and 10 years after my husband’s passing, I decided to become involved with the ARA again and show the car. It has been so much fun. I usually detail the car and engine myself, and am pretty proud of how I am keeping the car up. My first show by myself with the car was at the Concorso Italiano in 2014. I love this car! — Vicki Lawrence, via email

Ten years ago, we bought a soft-buttery-yellow Duetto — a tired kitchen color but clean-as-a-whistle ’67. It had a history of caretakers, each more idiosyncratic than the next, but all committed to keeping the heart beating: Ron, who once owned it; Tom, who purchased it and who lovingly sympathizes with every Italian motorcar; Billy, who rebuilt the drivetrain; and Kelly, who signed it over. I was along for the ride.

We were making a maiden voyage to San Francisco from Spokane in this new/used automobile, determined to keep the pedal down and our collars up and never ever raise the roof. To sail through the flats of Washington, down the Columbia River Gorge, and out into the great north of California, dodging the Redwoods and the Subarus.

We shared stories while the car climbed, cornered and stuck like glue to every road, slowing down for logging trucks in the mornings and cheap motels as the sun set.

Outside of a coffee shack in Eureka one morning, we had the attention of a beautiful woman gazing out the window. Still in last night’s pearls and black dress; Oregon strong. I bought her a cup of coffee while the Duetto, idling outside, held the attention of all the “men in plaid,” murmuring about the boat-like tail and the Plexiglass headlight covers. She yawned. I retreated. The exhaust was almost the only heat on the street at that hour.

Ever since that journey, we have continued the roadtrip tradition: now down to an afternoon each August, and between San Francisco and Monterey, but still with the ’67. We kiss our wives goodbye and roll out the Duetto — bulletproof and profoundly pretty.

It takes us south, and takes us back, and continues to get the nod from every Ferrari owner who blows by and every shadow at the window. — Mase M. Morse III, Laguna Beach, CA

Vicki Lawrence with her late husband’s second love, a 1967 Duetto
To Imagine... To Dream... To Inspire...

CELEBRATING 27 YEARS, THE BLACKHAWK AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM IS HOME TO 50 CLASSIC, RARE AND UNIQUE AUTOMOBILES. THE MUSEUM IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC YEAR ROUND WEDNESDAY—SUNDAY.

3700 Blackhawk Plaza Circle, Danville, California 94506-4652
925.736.2280 | info@BlackhawkMuseum.org | BlackhawkMuseum.org
31st Annual

Concorso Italiano

Supporting Sponsors:

Associate Sponsors:

Tickets & Vehicle Registration Online: www.concorso.com

August 20, 2016 • Black Horse Golf Course • Seaside, CA
Certain cars take you places

... And sometimes you have more than one place to go.

When it’s time for your next adventure, we know how to source or market special cars. How do we know? Because we sell over 25 vintage cars a month. We’re America’s largest, full service classic car facility. Before you decide to consign, sell or buy your next car, call us.

25 YEARS HYMAN LTD.
YOUR PASSION, OUR PROFESSION

To find out what your car is worth or see our inventory go to www.hymanltd.com 314-524-6000
THE ULTIMATE RETRO RACE GEAR

THE FINISH LINE, INC.
HUGH RUTHVEN II • 345 East Russell St., Barrington, IL 60010
Tel. 847-382-3020 • Fax 847-382-1439 • YouAreAWinner@earthlink.net
www.chapal-usa.com
Classic Assets

SELECT CLASSIC AUTOMOBILES
FOR DISCERNING COLLECTORS

1957 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER

1967 SHELBY COBRA REPECA
1968 PORSCHE 912 COUPE
1963 AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000 MKIII BJ8

VISTA, CALIFORNIA  |  CA-MOTORSPORTSCENTER.COM  |  TEL: 760-598-5887
SALES@CA-MOTORSPORTSCENTER.COM
New Owner, Same Premier Team & Service

The tradition continues: GERBER MOTORSPORT is now owned and operated by 7-time INDY 500 competitor Dominic Dobson of Dobson Motorsport

The Northwest’s #1 Porsche and Collector Car Repair and Restoration Facility

The Seattle Porsche, VW and Audi authority since 2001

Visit our team of highly skilled mechanics with combined 100+ years of experience for all your repair and service needs:

- Free estimates
- Scheduled service and diagnostics
- Major repairs
- Performance tuning
- Track safety inspections
- Restorations
- Complete engine rebuilding and conversions
- Experts in vintage European race cars and street cars
- Collectible cars: Ferrari, Jaguar, Aston Martin, and others

Gerber Motorsport
4021 22nd Ave West, Seattle, WA 98199
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m
206-352-6911

service@gerbermotorsport.com | www.GerberMotorsport.com
Legendary LMC Motorcar Company

1965 Shelby GT350: Numbers Matching 289/306hp Hi-Po Engine

2006 Ford GT: Only 769 Miles

1970 Plymouth HEMI Cuda: HEMI 426, 425HP

A Few of the Other Cars Currently in our Inventory

1957 Cadillac Series 62
1967 Shelby GT500
1969 Pontiac GTO Judge RAM AIR IV
1969 Ferrari 365
1969 Chevrolet Yenko Chevelle
1970 Plymouth Superbird
1972 DeTomaso Pantera
1977 Ferrari 308 GTB Vetroresina
1989 Porsche 911 Speedster
1997 Acura NSX
2005 Porsche Carrera GT
2008 Chevrolet Corvette Z06

www.legendarymotorcar.com
905-875-4700

We are always searching for great cars and are immediate buyers for one car or an entire collection.
MONTEREY / Insider Tips

Making the Most of Monterey Car Week

You won’t able to see it all, but you can decide in advance what you’re not willing to miss

by Jim Pickering

Monterey Car Week is easily the most intense group of events on the car and auction calendar. Just look at this guide for proof: six days, six auctions, 14 concours and shows, historic racing, vintage art displays, car spotting everywhere you go, and more. There simply aren’t enough hours in all the days of the week to see it all. I know. I’ve tried.

This year’s Monterey Car Week is my 10th with Sports Car Market, and over that time, even I haven’t been everywhere or seen everything. But I have picked up a bunch of tips and tricks over the years that make the week work for me. Here’s my take on making the most of the best collector car week on the planet:

1. Plan your days and plan your meals
   If you’re a GT40 fan, plan to get to Pebble Beach on Sunday. Looking for a special car at auction? Check out what’s running at each location and when, and plan on being there when that car runs.

   But just as — if not more — important is making sure you eat. Why? Because A-list cars are everywhere in Monterey, and like a dog seeing a squirrel, you’ll lock on to a GTO or XKSS every few minutes, walk over to check it out and lose track of time. Happens to us all.

   Before you know it, you’ll be rushing off to a cocktail party without having had lunch because you were too busy chasing cars. Those results may not be pretty, so make lunch and dinner reservations either literally or figuratively and stick to them.

2. Make time for car spotting
   You’ll see everything on the road in Monterey: Cobras, GT40s, Ferrari 250 TRs, D-type Jags, Tuckers, and every modern supercar known to man. It’s fun to spot them between events, but if you’re a die-hard car nut (and I know you are), be sure to make some time just for that. I like heading to downtown Monterey after dark to spot rarities and to listen to V12s, V10s and V8s roar through the Monterey tunnel.

3. Don’t try to do too much — but know what you’re missing
   Fact: There’s too much for you to see and do. Be realistic with your expectations. You can’t be everywhere at once — know that if you want to go to The Quail for the day, you’ll miss Legends of the Autobahn and Porsche Werks Reunion. You can do a little of each, but you’ll have to keep a strict schedule to do it.

   Page 60 of this guide can really help here. It shows what’s happening each day and at what time, which can help you see what you might be missing when attending each event.
Mershon’s World of Cars has been selling Corvettes and Classic cars to people all over the world since 1981. If you are in the market for a vintage Corvette or Classic, please give Mershon’s a call or stop by the showroom and visit with one of the professional, knowledgeable, and courteous sales staff. Don’t see the car you’re looking for in the inventory? Just give Mershon’s a call and they will help you find it.

937-324-8899
Springfield, OH
800-220-9249
www.MERSHONS.com
4. Auction previews are a must
It’s a prescribed time to go look at the cars for sale. Up close. This is key for that moment, which always seems to happen at auction, where something looks too cheap on the block and you’re all of a sudden the smartest bidder in the room.

Say you’re in at way under the money on a shiny E-type that looks great under the lights. Can’t lose, right? But once you own it and see it up close, you find it could really use new paint, chrome and a rear main seal. Hmm. Maybe it was the deal of the century after all — just not for you.

Information is priceless, and since that’s what previews are all about, they are too.

5. Get to the track
The Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion is one of my favorite events of the year, mostly because it’s one of the few places in Monterey where classic racecars can scream as intended. Walking across the pedestrian bridge to the pit area of the track as Can-Am or Trans Am racers roar by underneath is still a highlight for me, and so is seeing legitimately rare racers battle it out through the corkscrew. Strolling through the pits is great, too. Driving out to Salinas and spending a morning or afternoon there is well worth the investment of time.

6. Don’t take an old car with known issues
This may sound silly, because we all know that every old car has some sort of issue. But consider this — you’ll miss out on a morning of events while you’re waiting for a tow thanks to a questionable head gasket that finally expired in heavy Monterey Week traffic. So if you’re going to take an old car and use it as your only transportation for Monterey, get it completely checked out by your trusty wrench before you leave. And if that car gives you any trouble on-site, plan to leave it at the hotel and catch a lift with someone else. That way you can deal with the trouble later, rather than miss an event you’ve paid to attend and waited all year to see.

7. Sunscreen and a coat
Monterey weather isn’t unpredictable, but I have seen everything from 65-degree rain to full-sun 95-degree days dripping with 95 percent humidity. You’ll also find that while it’s hot and dry out at the track, it’s likely cold and misty in downtown Monterey or at Pebble. So plan for both possibilities with a coat and sunscreen. Also bring a good pair of sunglasses and a hat. You’ll likely need them at one time or another.

8. Get to the Pebble Beach Concours early
Parking is a well-known challenge on Concours Sunday at Pebble Beach, but it can be easier to handle before the masses show up. Getting on-site early also allows you a better view of the cars on the green, as you’ll be among the first there. If you can get in for Dawn Patrol — viewing the cars roll onto the green as the sun comes up, also offered as part of the $750 Club d’Elegance package — you’ll be glad you did.

9. Don’t rely on your smartphone
It shouldn’t surprise you that cell service isn’t great on 17-Mile Drive — cell towers don’t blend in well with the scenery. Consequently, you’ll likely find that your phone may not have great service when you’re at Pebble Beach, or at the Gooding auction. Some do, some don’t.

Just in case, put this guide in your car and use the addresses inside to help you navigate from place to place during the week. Left it at home? No problem, just come to the SCM booth at the Gooding auction. We’ll be happy to give you another.

10. Bring your camera
Heading to an auction? Bring your camera. Heading to dinner? Bring your camera. Heading anywhere at all? You get the picture.

Monterey is a special week full of special cars, and you’ll kick yourself for that one moment you saw something cool and were not armed with a shutter. Even an iPhone will do the job — just know how to use it and have it ready, because you never know who or what might be coming around the next corner in Monterey.

SCM Staff’s Favorite Monterey Eats

Crown and Anchor
150 W Franklin St, Monterey, 93940
831.649.6496
British pub with a nautical theme. Great for lunch or dinner.

Baja Cantina
7166 Carmel Valley Road, Carmel, 93923
831.625.2252
Fantastic Mexican food and great car spotting.

Gino’s
1410 S Main St, Salinas, 93908
831.422.1814
Good Italian food, 10 miles up Highway 68 from Laguna Seca.

Café Rustica
10 Del Fino Pl, Carmel Valley, 93924
831.659.4444
Casual dining with great outside seating.

Mi Tierra Carniceria
1000 Broadway Ave, Seaside, 93955
831.394.8113
Best taqueria in the Monterey area. Inside the grocery store, all the way in the back.
SHIPPING YOUR BEAUTY OFF TO SOME INTERNATIONAL RALLY?

Why not use the guy who’s done a few?

Argentinian Milas Sport • VCC Veteran Scottish Run
Paso Robles Nickel & Brass Tour • London to Brighton Run
Having Fun Classic Tour • Mille Miglia • La Carrera Panamericana
Ecurie Ecosse, Scotland • Three Castles, Wales • N.A. Vintage Bentley Tour
Louis Vuitton Classic Boheme Run • Louis Vuitton Seressima • Friends in
Tuscany Tour • Gran Primo Nuvolari • California Mille • Pebble Beach
Tour d'Elegance • Copperstate 1000 • Red Rock Rallye • Duesenberg
Tour • The Dutch Tour • The Scottish Tour • Gstaad Classic
The Bensberg Rally • Rally Nippon

We know how to do it so you don’t have to... just fly in and drive away!

UK +44(0)1304 803 000 | USA +1-415-777-2000 | www.cosdel.com
J.C. TAYLOR
INSURANCE
1-800-345-8290
JCTAYLOR.COM

Image courtesy of Sports Car Market Magazine
Featured in publications including The Wall Street Journal and Hemmings Motor News, the Owls Head Transportation Museum’s largest annual fundraiser is a legend in the automotive community. On Friday, August 19, an auction of automobilia and collectibles will commence at 2:00 pm. On Saturday, August 20, up to 200 antique, classic and special interest vehicles go up for bid during one of the greatest car shows in New England.

AUGUST 19 and 20, 2016
PREVIEW WEEK August 15 through 19
207.594.4418 | OWLSHEAD.ORG
ARIZONA CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE

The perfect start to Arizona’s Classic Car Week

JANUARY 15, 2017

Happy motoring.

Sargent Metal Works

Complete Restoration Facility
Pre-Purchase Consultation and Inspection
Numerous Concours Awards

- Best of Show, Pebble Beach - Best of Show, Cavallino Classic
- Louis Vuitton Classic Concours Award - French Cup Award, Pebble Beach

Sargent Metal Works
228 Industrial Drive • Bradford, VT 05033
Visit our new 15,000 square foot facility

Scott Sargent  spsdiamondt@aol.com
802.222.5500
sargentmetalworks.com
THE 15th ANNUAL SCM MONTEREY INSIDER’S SEMINAR

Chat With The Experts
Moderated by Keith Martin, Publisher, Sports Car Market

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 2016
Gooding & Company Auction Pavilion, Pebble Beach, CA • 9:30–11:30 a.m.

An open forum to discuss issues of interest for collectors. Topics to include:
• When Will a 1967 911S Sell for $300,000?
• Will MGs and Triumphs Be Cheap Forever?
• How Can a Plastic 308 Be Worth $250,000?
• Why Not Buy a Garage Full of Countaches?
• Panelists’ Picks for Best Buys at Monterey This Year

After the discussion, panelists will offer detailed examinations of select cars to be offered at the Gooding sale.

Space is Limited — Sign Up Today
Complimentary admission for SCM Platinum members and Gooding registered bidders.
SCM subscribers, $35 for two; non-subscribers, $70 for two. Not a subscriber? Sign up today and save on admission, or upgrade to Platinum and your admission is free!

To enroll, and for the latest information, go to www.sportscarmarket.com/monterey2016 or call 503.261.0555 Ext. 217
Sales, Service & Restoration of the World’s finest Automobiles

SALES

SERVICE & RESTORATION

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT

Check out our new Automobilia, Collectibles, Bespoke Art, and much more at www.AutosportOriginals.com

WWW.AUTOSPORTDESIGNS.COM • INFO@AUTOSPORTDESIGNS.COM • 1-631-425-1555
Automobilia Monterey

Where: Embassy Suites Hotel, 1441 Canyon Del Rey Blvd., Seaside, CA 93955
When: August 16, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; August 17, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Web: www.automobiliamonterey.com
Phone: 831.659.1551
Cost: $20

Insider tip: This is the 14th year of the largest automobilia show in the United States, and everything at Automobilia Monterey is original art. There are no reproductions here. At least 40 vendors gather in the ballroom to sell everything from mascots and models to posters and books — with just about every bit of automobilia known in between. It’s your only chance to catch all these vendors under one roof — and it’s your best chance to get the pieces you want before someone else snags them later in the week.

Pebble Beach RetroAuto

Where: The Inn at Spanish Bay, 2700 17-Mile Drive, Pebble Beach, CA 93953
When: August 18–20, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Web: www.pebblebeachconcours.net
Phone: 831.622.1700
Cost: Free and open to the public

Insider tip: RetroAuto is at the elegant Inn at Spanish Bay and is a big part of the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance expansion to a second site. RetroAuto has always been a great place to find all the cool stuff you never knew you needed. Automotive art, rare books, luxury gear and lots of jazzy gizmos to make driving even more fun are on sale. You can’t beat the admission price. You can also attend the Pebble Beach Classic Car Forum presented by Credit Suisse. RetroAuto is no longer open on Concours Sunday, so don’t forget to check RetroAuto on Thursday to beat the crowds on Friday and Saturday.

Automotive Fine Arts Society Exhibition

Where: On the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance show field
When: August 21, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Web: www.pebblebeachconcours.net or www.autoart-gallery.com
Phone: 831.622.1700
Cost: Free with admission to Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance

Insider tip: There’s a reason AFAS artists are recognized as the best, and their works in oils, acrylics, watercolors and sculptures adorn galleries and private collections all over the world. You’re going to be on the 18th Fairway anyway, so why not take advantage of this special chance to see so many great works in one place?
McCollister's Auto Transport

Celebrating over 70 years of EXCELLENCE, since 1945!

Specialists in Domestic and International Transportation for Car Enthusiasts.

Learn more about our enclosed collector auto transport services.

Contact us today!

800-257-9595  609-386-0600

mccollisters.com/autotransport

5 million dollar cargo insurance
CLASSIC & ANTIQUE CARS  RACE CARS  EXOTIC CARS  HOT RODS & MUSCLE CARS
CAR CONCOURS  CAR AUCTIONS  CAR RALLIES  CAR SHOWS  SNOWBIRDS & MORE
HOSTED EACH AUGUST DURING MONTEREY CAR WEEK
QUAIL LODGE & GOLF CLUB • CARMEL, CALIFORNIA

LEARN MORE AT: SIGNATUREEVENTS.PENINSULA.COM
Contact us at: thequail@quaillodge.com • +1 (831) 620-8879

FOLLOW US!
Facebook.com/PSE.TheQuailEvents • Twitter.com/TheQuailEvents
Instagram.com/TheQuailEvents • YouTube.com/QuailSignatureEvents
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